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ABSTRACI'

This dissertation investigates the modeling, design, fabrication and testing of the input
and output coupling properties of waveguide grating couplers.

It is motivated by the

application of waveguide gratings to integrated optics. The coupling in both normal incidence
and oblique incidence are described, but more attention is paid to the normal incident case.
The perturbation transmission line theory is chosen as a theoretical model to design grating
couplers in this work. The fundamental coupling parameters were carefully measured by
many experiments. The comparison of experimental results to theoretical results is also
discussed in this dissertation.
For the case of normal incidence, the emphasis is on the optimization of the input
coupling efficiency. The maximum input coupling efficiency carried out from our experiment
was 75% by means of blazed grating in dielectric waveguide at a wavelength 0.6328 pm, which
is very close to the maximum theoretical value 80%. This coupling efficiency is significantly
larger than that having been reported (40 - 50%). To achieve this goal, some parameters,
such as, output coupling efficiency (branching ratio) and coupling distance (leakage factor),
have been measured to test the theoretical model. The effect of the angular divergence and
the wavelength dispersion of the incident beam on the input coupling efficiency is taken into
account, which was modeled by coupled mode equation and tested by experiment.

In

addition, the design and fabrication procedure is also discussed in detail. In the design part,
we concentrate on how to choose the geometric parameters, such as the profile of the grating,
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the thickness of the film, etc., to achieve the efficient coupling. In the fabrication part, we
concentrate on the control of the grating profile.
In the case of oblique incidence the emphasis is on the output coupling only, i.e. the

coupling from guided wave to radiated wave. In this part of the work the important features
of the radiated wave -- mode coupling efficiency ( the coupling from TE to TE and the
coupling from TE to 1M) and mode-conversion efficiencies (the coupling from TE to TM
and the coupling from TM to TE), the phase difference between TE and 1M components
and the polarization state -- were revealed and compared with the theory. These parameters
were measured using two different gratings, one shallow rectangular grating, and one deep
balzed grating. These measurements were compared with the theoretical model derived from
the perturbation transmission line theory.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODucnON

Waveguide diffraction gratings play an important role in integrated optics. Numerous
application!; cannot be realized without the help of gratings. In the linear regime, gratings
are used as input and output couplers (Dakss et al.[1970], Harris et al.[1972], Dalgoutte et
al.[I973], U1rich[I973], Yariv et al.[1977], and Tamir et aI.[1977]), grating filters (Schmidt et
al.[1974], Kim et aI.[1979], Yi-Yan et al.[198O], and Alfemess et a!. [1984]), modulators
(Schmidt et aI.[1979]), beam splitters (pennington et al.[1971]), and mUltiplexers (Aoyama et
a1.[1979] and Spear-Zino et aI.[1980]). In the nonlinear regime, they are used as pu1se
compressors, switches, optical amplitude !imitators, etc.(Reinisch et al.[1983], Stegeman et
a1.[1985], and special issue of J. Opt. Soc. Am.[1988]). Doubly periodic gratings can be
designed as waveguide lenses to focus or collimate a beam (ZengerIe[1987]).
The emphasis of this dissertation is on input and output couplers in planar waveguide.
Input and output couplers are two of the most important elements in integrated optics. Any
other guided-wave function can be realized only after the light is launched into waveguides.
This subject has been studied by many researchers. Most of the reported work discribes

theoretical analyses of grating couplers. Little work has been done on experimental validation
of theoretical models, or the design and fabrication of highly efficient gratings.
rne scope of this dissertation is broad, including the analysis, design, fabrication, and
experimental evaluation of waveguide gratings. For input couplers, we concentrate on the
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case of normal incidence; the goal is to obtain a high input coupling efficiency. For output
couplers, both normal incidence and oblique incidence are investigated, for the purpose of
understanding the out-coupled wave at oblique incidence.

mSTORY OF GRATING COUPLERS

The guidance of optical modes by planar dielectric wavegui~es was first reported by
R. Shubert and J. H. Harris in 1968. They used a layer of epoxy sandwiched between two
glass flats. Two years later, the coupling of a beam into a thin film by means of a dielectric
grating was reported by Dakass et a1.[1970], who used a thick photoresist layer exposed to a
laser interferometer fringe pattern and subsequently developed to yield a periodic structure.
These two explorations were followed by many investigations, which achieved a good
understanding of the interaction of optical modes with waveguide diffraction gratings and a
great improvement of the fabrication techniques of waveguides and gratings.
A number of theoretical models have been proposed to describe the interaction
among guided modes, radiation modes and gratings (Neviere[1980] and Seshadri et a1.[1988]).
With the help of these theoretical models, the mechanism of the observed coupling
phenomena was revealed and many new applications were advanced. For the input and
output couplers in which we are most interested, this interaction at normal incidence is
usually descn"bed by the leakage factor

al

and

aB.

Q,

the branching ratio, and the detuDing parameters

For the case of oblique incidence, the polarization factors, and the mode-

coupling and mooe-conversion coefficients must be added, due to coupling between the two
orthogonal polarizations. Even though most of theoretical models derive these parameters,
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some of the most important parameters - such as, the branching ratio and polarization factors
at oblique incidence, - have not been investigated thoroughly. So the description of the
coupling from guided wave to radiated wave, up to the present data is not complete and
further exploration is needed.
It should be noted that different definitions and terminologies are used by different

researchers, which are sometimes very confusing.

For example, the coupling efficiency

defined by Tamir et al.[1977] is actually the branching ratio. If the grating is long enough,
it is the same as the output coupling efficiency. In the definition of the input coupling
efficiency given by Wlodarczyk et a1.[1985] the branching ratio was neglected. Therefore, the
input coupling efficiency presented in their paper is not quite correct. The definition of the
input coupling efficiency used in this dissertation is that of Dalgoutte et a1.[1975], which is
the product of the branching ratio and the mismatch factor between the incident beam profile
and the grating aperture function.
In order to obtain a high input coupling efficiency, a high branching ratio is necessary.
It has been known for a long time that blazed gratings, with the grooves of asymmetric

triangle shape, are most efficiency (Born et al.[1975]). However, the study of blazed grtatings
in integrated optics probably started from 1974. In that year Tamir et al. indicated that the
high branching ratio can be obtained by means of blazed gratings. Their calculation of the

branching ratio and other parameters was based on the perturbation transmission line theory.
During the development of the theoretical analysis, the techniques of waveguide and
grating fabrication improved rapidly. Today. a variety of planar waveguide structures are
available, including organic thin

film

waveguides, ion-exchange giass waveguides, ion-implant

polymer waveguides, sputtered glass waveguides, etc. The grating fabrication technique has
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been also developed from initial photoresist gratings to gratings etched into the surface of the
substrate or the surface of the waveguide film. Different etching techniques, including ionbeam eaching, plasma etching, and chemical etching, etc, are available, depending upon
applications. The fabrication of a photoresist grating is relatively simple, but photoresist is
absorbing in the visible region and can be easily damaged. Chemical etching requires less
expensive equipment and has a high etching rate but bas poor resolution and yields a rough
surface. Ion-beam etching can provide a higher resolution and a better surface, but suffers
from the low differential etching rates of the substrate and the photoresist for many materials,
such as glass, LiNbO, etc. In resent years, the reactive ion-beam etching technique has
developed rapidly. It provides not only a higher etching rate but also a higher resolution and
a smoother surface.
Little experimental work has been done on the use of blazed gratings as input
couplers. The maximum input coupling efficiency obtained by symmetric gratings was 71%
with the help of a prism (Dalgoutte[1973]) to convert the outcoupled beam from substrate
to air. The coupling efficiency is high. but the prism made the waveguide structure nonplanar. For pure integrated structures the maximum input coupling efficiency was only 40%,
which was realized in polymer waveguide (Mosbrefzadeh et al.[1987]). The use of blazed
grating as an high efficiency output couplers has been successfully demonstrated by many
researchers. In 1976, T. Aoyagi et al.[1976] first reported that output coupling efficiency of
97% was obtained by the blazed grating in polymer dielectric waveguide. Tn 1986, S. T.
Huang et aL[1986] reported that the branching ratio of 89% had been obtained with a
LiNb03 optical waveguide.

Not much work: has been done on optimizing grating couplers

or on testing theoretical models in the optical region. The design problem of waveguide
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grating couplers has been studied by Tamir et aL[I977] and Harris et aL[1972]. They pointed
out that the principal design problem consists of obtaining a single strongly radiating beam
and an appropriate aperture size. Tamir et aL[l97] and Wlodarczyk et al.[I985] also studied
the effect of the shape of the grating on the coupling efficiency. As we mentioned above,
the branching ratio was ignored by Wlodarczyk, et a1. that is, ihey incorrectly made the
branching ratio unity. Therefore, the input coupling efficiency obtained by them was higher
than the actual coupling efficiency. Tamir et a1. have studied the branching ratio in detail,
indicating that the branching ratio has a strong dependence on the groove profile of the
grating, the more asymmetric the groove profile, the larger the branching ratio[]. But their
attention was on characterizing grating couplers, i.e. leakage factors, branching ratios, etc, the
input coupling efficiency was not discussed. The work of D. G. Dalgoutte et al.'s gives a right
definition of input coupling efficiency, but it is limited to sinusoidal profiles. All these
previous works provide us with enough information to optimize input grating couplers with
available waveguide structures and fabrication techniques. In the aspect of testing theoretical
models, the only work which has been done at optical wavelengths, to the author's knowledge,
was by D. G. Dalgoutte et a1. It was puzzling that the calculated leakage factor (or decay
rate) of the TEo mode is even larger than that of~ mode, which differs from other theories
and also differs from their own experimental results. Other measurements have been done
by Tamir[I981] in the microwave region. The results are in reasonable agreement with their
theory.
The characterization of output grating couplers at oblique incidence has not been
done experimentally. Several theoretical models have lY--en developed to deal with this
problem. In most of theories, the coupling and the conversion properties have been detailed.
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However, another important aspect - the polarization property - has been ignored. The only
paper mentioning the polarization effect was written by Park et al. [1987], who investigated
a grounded dielectric film waveguide.

DISSERTATION RESEARCH

The development and the present status of grating couplers has been reviewed. It is
noted that even though waveguide grating couplers have been studied for more than 20 years,
there still exist some unexploited areas where further investigation is needed. The goals of
this dissertation consist of these areas which can be outlined as follows:
1. To present the theoretical analysis of the variation of input and output coupling
efficiencies with various waveguide configurations.
physical explanations and insights

SO

To give the theoretical result some

that one can obtain some qualitative idea without

complicated theoretical calculation.
2 To present the procedures of designing and optimizing the input and output grating

couplers according to available waveguide structure and grating fabricating techniques.
3. To demonstrate high efficiency input grating couplers by means of blazed gratings.
To descnbe the fabrication procedures - holographic recording and reactive ion-milling
technique.
4. To investigate the characteristics of grating couplers at oblique incidence, including
the theoretical analysis modeled by transmission line theory and the experimental testing
performed at optical wavelengths.
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5. To calculate the variation of input coupling efficiency with incident angle and
wavelength deluDing by using coupled mode equation and to test the theoretica: prediction
experimentally.
Based on these fundamental investigations, input coupling efficiencies as high as 75%
into polystyrene waveguides were carried out with pure integrated structures. The theoretical
analysis, design, fabrication and measurement of the high efficiency input grating coupler, as
well as the characterization of grating couplers will be detailed in the following chapters.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the theoretical analysis of grating couplers in planar
waveguide structures using the perturbation transmission line theory presented by Tamir et
al.[1977].

This theory is applied to compare the couplings among different geometric

configurations and to find out the best configuration for efficient coupling. This theory is also
applied to carry out the polarization state of out-coupled beams at oblique incidence, which
has not previously appeared in the liturature. In this chapter we also estimate the accuracy
of this perturbation approach. In addition, the coupled mode equation is used to derive the
coupling efficiency ·versus detuning parameters, including angle detuning and wavelength
detuning.
Chapter 3 descn"bes the procedures of design and optimization of grating couplers
based on the calculations from transmission line theory. The emphasis is on the design of a
high efficiency input coupler by means of a blazed grating. Other two commonly used profiles
- rectangular and sinusoidai profiles - are also discussed. It is shown that blazed graings not
only provide high coupling efficiencies but aiso simplify optimization procedures from the
fabrication point of view.
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Chapter 4 discusses the fabrication of waveguide grating couplers. A variety of the
fabrication procedures of thin film waveguides and surface relief gratings are reviewed. The
specific methods of polymer waveguide fabrication and reactive ion-etching technique are
presented in detail Another issue in Chapter 4 is the origing of the roughness of photoresist
gratings made holographically.
Chapter 5 presents experimental results of waveguide grating couplers.

Three

experiments are detailed in this chapter. The first is the measurement of the characteristics
of grating couplers at normal incidence, mainly the input and output coupling efficiencies with
various film thicknesses and blaze angles, which leads to the realization of an input coupler
with a coupling efficiency as high as 75%. The second is the measurement of input coupling
efficiency versus detuning parameters -- the incident angle detuning and the incident
wavelength detuning. The third is the measurement of the characteristics of grating couplers
at oblique incidence, including mode-coupling and mode-conversion efficiencies, branching
ratios, and the polarization properties of out-coupled wave for both TE and 1M mode
excitations. It is shOwn that the measurements are in good agreement with the theoretical
models used in this dissertation.
Fmally, in Chapter 6, the summary of this dissertation is addressed. Directions for
future research are also outlined.
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CHAPTER 2

WAVEGUIDE GRATING THEORY

§2.1. INTRODUCTION

The coupling of a beam into waveguide by means of a grating was first demonstrated
by Dabs et al. [1970]. Since then many theoretical approaches have been proposed to
explain this phenomenon. These can be classified into two categories: rigorous theories and
perturbation theories. In rigorous theories the total electric and magnetic fields, that is, the
superposition of all the spatial harmonic fields, are solved by Maxwell's equations with
appropriate boundary conditions. From a mathematical point of view, this presents a system
of coupled differential equations which need to be solved simultaneously. The rigorous
theories yield accurate results but are quite complex and require the use of time consuming
computer programs. On the other hand, in perturbation theories, one starts with a field
presumed to be unperturbed.

This is also called the normal mode field in some literature.

In most of perturbation theories the unperturbed field is essentially the guided wave field in
the absence of the grating. In some more accurate perturbation theories the grating is taken
as an additional uniform layer in calculating the unperturbed field. Then each of the nth
perturbed fields is determined by a driving force proportional to the product of the
unperturbed fieid and the nth harmonic component of the dielectric constant in the grating
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layer. In other words, the differential equations are decoupled and are solved separately.
This greatly simplifies the calculations and generates a clearer physical picture.

A variety of theoretical analyses have been employed to investigate the interaction
between fields and waveguide gratings, including rigorous methods (Nevier et al.[I973] a, b,
Peng et al.[1975], Marcuse[l976), Chang et al.[198O], and Chuang et a1.[1983]), coupled mode
theory with the local normal mode approximation (Stegeman et al.[1981]) and the ideal mode
approximation (Mayster[1974], and Yariv et al.[1977]), perturbation transmission line theory
(Tamir et al.[1977]), ray optics method (marcuse[1974], and Sychugov[1982]), Green's

function based analysis (Harris et al.[1972], and Ghizoni et al.[1976), and equivalent current
theory (Wu[1987]). Each theory has its own advantages and disadvantages. The ideal normal
mode approximation of coupled mode theory is simple and has a clear physical meaning, but
less accuracy. The local normal mode theory is more accurate but limited to the grating with
a smooth profile. The equivalent current theory is similar to the coupled mode theory and
leads to identical coupled mode equations. The ray optics method combines the ray picture
of the planar waveguide with the fields diffracted at a corrugated interface. In this dissertation
the transmission line theory is chosen to investigate the waveguide grating coupler, because
of its higher accuracy, simplicity and flexIbility in handling any kind of groove profile. The
detailed description of this theory will be addressed in the following sections.
It is well known that the perturbation theories yield an excellent result if the grating

is shallow. We will go further to discuss why the perturbation transmission line theory yields
more accurate results than other perturbation theories for deep gratings. We also discuss to
what degree tbe perturbation theories can handle deep gratings and point out that the grating
depth is not the only criterion for determining whether the perturbation theory is valid.
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In general, the waveguide coupling problem includes the coupling between guided
wave and radiated wave as weD as the coupling between guided wave and guided wave. In
this chapter we only deal with coupling between guided wave and radiated wave. It will be

discussed for two different cases: normal incidence and oblique incidence. ActuaUy, normal
incidence is a special case of the oblique incidence. The reason for discussing them separately
is that normal incidence occurs more frequently when the grating is used as an input or

output coupler. And that is the emphasis of this dissertation so that it is necessary to discuss
it in detail. On the other hand, it will be beneficial to understand the case of oblique
incidence. After the discussion of normal incidence, the case of oblique incidence will be
introduced, which is very important for designing focusing gratings.
As we have seen above, the grating coupling phenomenon has led to a variety of

theoretical approaches, which have resulted in a deep understanding of grating couplers and
periodic dielectric structures. There still exist some problems that need further investigation:
What geometric parameters effect the coupling efficiency?

Which of them are more

sensitive? How does the property of the incident light (such as wavelength dispersion,
angular divergence, polarization, etc.) effects the input coupling efficiency?

How to

completely describe the radiated wave if the guided wave is obliquely incident on the grating.
These questions will be discussed in this chapter.
This chapter will be organized as foDows: §22. presents the coupling theory at normal

incidence, which includes the basic concept of the transmission line theory and an analysis of
its accuracy. §23 descnbes how to use the transmission line theory to calculate the input and
output coupling efficiencies in the case of normal incidence. In §24. the coupled mode
equation is employed to analyze the input coupling efficiency variation with the incident
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angular detuning and wavelength detuning. §2.S. discusses the coupling at oblique incidence,
the emphasis is Oil the characterization of the out-coupled field (i.e. radiated field), including
mode-coupling, mode-conversion, and the property of the polarization. The polarization state
of the radiated wave has not been studied thoroughly so far.

§22 TRANSMISSION LINE THEORY

The perturbation transmission line theory has been descn'bed in detail by T.
Tamir[1977].

It is known that this theory yields more accurate results than first order

approximation and can handle the gratings with deeper groove profiles. But why is this
perturbation theory more accurate than others and how accurate can it be? These problems
have not been investigated adequately. In this section, we will try to answer these questions.
Meanwhile, the comparison between the transmission line approach and the electromagnetic
field approach will be given.
The geometry of the waveguide structure in the grating region is show in Fig. 21. In
order to carry out a perturbation analysis of a grating waveguide, the electric and magnetic
fields may be written, respectively, as
(2.2.1)

(2.2.2)
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Fig. 2.1. Geometry of the waveguide structure in the grating region.

Here E and jj are total field refering to the actual structure of the grating
waveguide, whereas

E

and jJ denote the unperturbed fields,

"

perturbations superposed on

"

E

"

E
p

and jj

"

and jj

refer to

p

when the periodic variation is introduced.

Introducing (2.21) and (222) into Maxwell's equations, the perturbation field equations are
represented as

(2.2.3)
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(22.4)

where the subscript u

= s, f, g and c in (;. denotes the dielectric constant of the substrate,

film, grating and cover.
E: p

EI

refers to the volume-average value inside the grating layer, while

descnbes the actual periodic variation in that layer; it can be written as a Fourier series.

p-e~.

is a dipole distnoution generated by the interaction between the incident field and

the periodic perturbation (; p.
It is known that in a planar waveguide the light is confined in only one dimension.

It supports transverse electric (TE) modes with zero longitudinal electric field
transverse magnetic (TM) modes with zero longitudinal magnetic field

(~

(~

= 0).

= 0) and

Each mode

is commonly represented by three components. For a TE mode these components are

IIx and Hr

For a TM mode they are

Ex. ~ and By.

By.

But only one of the components is

independent, the other can be obtained from it through Maxwell's equations.

The

electromagnetic fields can be easily expressed in terms of just two variables, voltage and
current, in the transmission line theory. The electric and magnetic fields in terms of voltage
and current wave are shown in Table2.1.

This transfers the Maxwell's equations of unperturbed and perturbed fields into the
transmission-line representation:

(2.2.5)
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Table 2.1. Representation of guided modes

TM modes

TE modes

Field
components

HJIll --1• e'~r

r
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II
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II
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Ha ,-<Pr/6>J1JEyu

E7J< - - <Pr/6> €oe ,.)Hy..

1
ka
y----

1 6>t1le ..
y-----

Transmission line
parameters

• Z.

6>J1o

• Z.

kDl
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(2.2.6)
and
(2.2.7)

(2.2.8)

Equations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) describe the unperturbed waves and equations (22.7)
and (2.2.8) describe the n-th space harmonic perturbed waves. The distributed voltages vn and
currents jll are the equivalent sources that are proportional to the product of the strength of
the unperturbed waves and

f: 1I,

and

f:.

is the Fourier coefficient of the n-th harmonic of

f: p •

In order to simplify the calculation, the distributed voltages and currents can be combined

into up and down waves:

u;- ~(Y.±Z,.l'>

(2.2.9)

(2.2.10)
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They travel along +z and -z directions, respectively. The advantage of this is that the
boundary conditions for each wave at any interface can be obtained by its reflection
coefficient, which avoids the tedious procedure of considering every component of the electric
and magnetic fields. The up and down waves of the unperturbed fields can be obtained by
solving equations (2.2.5) and (2.2.6). Substituting the solutions of the unperturbed fields into
equations (2.2.7) and (22.8), the perturbed fields (the n-th harmonic fields) can be obtained
without difficulty.

Once the solutions of perturbed fields are obtained, the problem is

basically solved, because all parameters that we are interested in can be easily derived from
them. The details of the whole procedure were described by Tamir et al.[1977]. In next
section, we will discuss how to get several important parameters, such as leakage factors and
branching ratios, and how to use these parameters to calculate the input and output coupling
efficiencies.
In the following part of this section we will explain why the perturbation transmission

line theory yields more accurate results than other perturbation theories.
It is known that there are two steps in the application of perturbation theory, the first
step is to obtain the unperturbed solution. In the second step the unperturbed solution is
used to calculate the perturbed solution. Therefore the accuracy of the final result depends
most critically on the accuracy of the unperturbed solution. It is therefore worthwhile to
compare the unperturbed solutions for the four layered structure (transmission line model)
to that for the three layered structure (most of the perturbation theories). Fig. 2.2 (a) and
Fig. 2.2 (b) show the electric field (E;,(z» distnbutions of the TEo mode for shallow and deep
gratings, respectively. The solid line represents the four-layer structure, the dashed line
represents the three-layer structure. The geometry parameters are shown in the following:
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Fig. 2.2. Electric fields in waveguide grating region for 3 and 4 layer treatments.
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The gratings for both cases are located at the air/film interface, with the grating depth tg of
0.051lm for the shallow grating and O.4llm for deep grating. For the three-layer structure, we
have used the average film thickness which is the sum of the film thickness and the half of
the grating depth. It is noted from these figures that if the grating is shallow, the electric
field in the grating layer is about the same whether the three-layer or four-layer model is used
(see Fig. 2.2 (a». But if the grating is deep, the difference between the two methods
becomes obvious. In Fig. 22 (b) the grating and the film have the same thickness, the
electric field distn"butions of three-layer and four-layer approaches are quite different in the
grating region.
The depth of the grating is not the only detennining parameter. The difference of
the refractive indices on both sides also makes a substantial contribution to the electric field
distributions. The larger the refractive index: difference above and below the grating, the
greater the difference between the electric fields of two structures. H we use the same
geometric structure as that in Fig. 22 (b), but the grating is located at film/substrate interface,
the discrepancy of the electric fields for 3-layer and 4-layer structures will become much less.
The calculated result is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. (c).
Another aspect which may contnbute to error is the decoupling of the equaiions. It
is not a serious problem for the coupling between the guided wave and the radiated wave, if
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the grating is not too deep. This can be explained from ray optics. When the guided wave
hits the grating, (as is shown at point a in Fig. 2.3), it will be scattered into different
diffraction orders in both film and cover media. (The diffracted beams in cover medium do
not have any contnDution to the coupling between the different harmonic waves, so they need
not be considered.) Some of the diffracted beams become radiated beams (in air) if their
diffraction order n satisfies:

_ (l+N';A ~n~_(l_-N""":~:!!:I--A

1

l'

where A is the period.

Fig. 23. illustration of the ray-optics picture.

(2.2.11)
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For simplicity, we take only -1 diffraction order as an example. Other orders can be
explained in the same way. After the guided wave ( represented as Yo in Fig. 2.3.) hits the
grating (at point a), its -1 order diffracted beam inside of the film (I}) will hit the interface
of substrate and film (at point b), most of its energy

~ut')

is transmitted into the substrate.

Only a smaIl amount of energy (I.tf) is reflected back into the film. When the reflected beam
hits the grating again (at point c), some of the energy (I'ou.) will be transmitted into the cover
medium, and some of it (1'0) will be diffracted back into the guided wave. If the leakage
factor is less than 2 mm·t which satisfies most of the applications, the maximum diffraction
efficiency is very smaIl. After being reflected and diffracted, only a few percent of the energy
(1'0) can be coupled back into the waveguide. Therefore, the coupling between -1 and 0
order can be neglected in most cases. In the same way, it can be proven that the coupling
between the different diffraction orders could not be stronger than the coupling between the
-1 order diffracted wave and the 0 order guided wave.

That is why the decoupled

perturbation theory still yields a very good result for fairly deep gratings.

In summary, we point out that the four-layer structure provides a more accurate

description of the unperturbed fields, especially for deep gratings, at an interface with a large
refractive index difference. It is the main reason why the perturbation transmission line
theory is more accurate than other perturbation theories for deep gratings. On the other
hand we have shown why the coupling between diffracted waves is not critical if the coupling
occurs between guided waves and radiated waves.
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§2.3. INPUT AND OUTPUT COUPLING EFFICIENCY AT NORMAL INCIDENCE

From the point of view of practical applications, the input and output coupling
efficiencies are the most important parameters for gratings to be used as input or output
couplers. The definitions of input and output coupling efficiency used in this chapter follows
those of D. G. Dalgoutte et aI. [1975]. The output coupling efficiency into the cover medium
(superscript c) and the substrate (superscript s) is defined as

P:

or -p'
o

Po-P,+P,+P.+L (P: + P;>

•

(2.3.1)

(2.3.2)

In Eq.(2.3.2), Po represents the power carried by the guided wave into the output

grating coupler region (see Fig. 24), Pr and Pt are the power in the reflected and transmitted
guided waves, Ps is the power scattered diffusely by the coupling structure, P: is the radiated
power carried by the nth order diffracted beam into the substrate, and p.C is the power
radiated into the cover medium. If the geometric length of the grating is larger than its
coupling length, P t will be small because most of the power in the waveguide is leaked out.
P r and p. can usually be neglected (Dalgoutte et aL[1975]).
Therefore, the power Po is radiated primarily into diffracted beams and
(2.3.3)
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The input coupling efficiency is derived as

(2.3.4)

The integral descn"bes the overlap between the beam profile h(x) and the grating "aperture"

-

function g(x). Both h(x) and g(x) are normalized as !lh(x)12 dx-l and !1g(x)l%dx-l. The

function g(x) depends on the leakage factor a only. So if the radiated power ca."Tied by each
order of the diffracted beams (into the substrate and cover) and the leakage factor are
known, input and output coupling efficiencies can be obtained.

Fig. 2.4. Schematic of grating coupler used as an output coupier.
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Input and Output Coupling Efficiencies
The output coupling efficiency can be found from Eqs.(2.3.2) and (2.3.3) as

(2.3.5)

It is possible to find a grating period A, which will reduce the number of diffraction orders

to one, (only into substrate side), provided that the following condition is satisfied
(Dalgoutte[1973]):

(2.3.6)

where it has been assumed that n. > nc; Neff is the effective refractive index of the waveguide.
In this case, Eq.(2.3.5) becomes

(2.3.7)

the output coupling efficiency is independent of the groove profile and always equals unity,
since there exists only one leakage channel. But there are several disadvantages that limit its
applications:
1. If Eq.(2.3.6) is met, the radiated wave is confined to the substrate due to the total
internal reflection at the interface between the substrate and the cover (air) medium.
Therefore, a pr.sm is required to convert light into or out of substrate medium. This destroys
the integrated structure.
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2 If the substrate is not transparent to the operating wavelength, this method is

useless.

3. If the wavelength is in the visible region, the grating period is usually Jess than
O.31'm, which makes fabrication more difficulL
In order to get rid of these problems, the use of blazed gratings is called for. If the

grating period satisfies the following condition
(2.3.8)

then the light will be diffracted into only one spatial order, but on both sides. In other words,
two channels exist. To reduce two channels to one, either P.l • »

P.l c or P.l c »

p.l • is

required (see Eq.(2.2.3», i.e. most of the power is coupled into either the cover medium or
the substrate. This requirement cannot be satisfied by gratings with symmetric profiles, which
typically have branching ratios oscillating between 40% to 60%. In contrast, nearly 100%
branching ratios can be achieved by blazed gratings. The branching ratio is defined as:

(23.9)

(Note that the branching ratio is the same as output coupling efficiency if 1.the grating is
sufficient long to out-couple aU of the guided field, and 2 there exists only one diffraction
order.)
The next step is to maximize the overlap integral. There g(x) descnbes the variation
in the magnitude of the near radiation fieid along the length of coupling region and hex) is
the variation of the electric field of the input beam, which is typically Gaussian. It is known
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that the integral can be maYirnjred if g(x)=h(x). This problem has been investigated in depth
in the case of prism couplers (Ulrich[1970]). It can also be applied to grating couplers the
difference being that the grating coupler may have more channels in both cover medium and
substrate due to the presence of several diffraction orders.

The power carried by the

waveguide in the grating region can be obtained by the differential equation:

dP
---2uP
dx

(2.3.10)

where the change dP in the power is due to those diffracted waves that radiate away from the
waveguide. Hence, it can also be expressed as:

(2.3.11)

here

u-E(u:

+ ex:> is the total grating leakage factor and the subscript n represents the nth

II

diffraction order. From Eq.(2.3.11) the electric field of the nth order radiated wave can be
expressed as:

(2.3.12)

H the grating depth, the film thickness and refractive indices of the substrate, film and cover
medium are constant within the grating region, the leakage factor a will be a constanl In
this case the coupling distance is defined as Ie = Ita and the maximum value of the overlap
integrai is 0.806 [Olrich [1970]), provided the incident beam has a Gaussian shape. It is noted
that all radiated waves (no matter which diffraction order) have the same amplitude profile,
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which depends on the total leakage factor a only. H the grating can be tapered, that is, the
leakage factor can be contoured so that the radiated wave has the same amplitude profile as
the input field, the integral will be unity. In prism couplers, this has been demonstrated by
spatially varying the air gap between the prism and sample (UIrich[l971)), in grating couplers,
this can be done by spatially varying the refractive index of the film or the substrate, or by

varying the depth of the grating.
So far, we have discussed the principle of maximizing the input and output coupling

efficiencies and the relation among leakage factors, input and output coupling efficiencies.
From these discussions the following conclusions can be made: In order to obtain a high
output coupling efficiency, the number of leakage channels has to be reduced to one, which
can be achieved by choosing the proper grating period and asymmetric groove profile. In
order to maximize the input coupling efficiency, the output coupling efficiency has to be
maximized. At the same time the leakage factor has to be made to match the spot size of the
incideni: beam. Next, we will discuss why and how the groove profile effects the output
coupling efficiency and how to control the strength of the leakage factor.
Grating Profile and Blazed Grating
Grating profiles can be divided into two categories, symmetric and asymmetric. These
mainly determine output coupling efficiency.
Let us first consider the case where the waveguide is completely symmetric, not only
is the groove profile of the grating symmetric, but also the waveguide geometry.

The

symmetric waveguide geometry means that both the substrate and the cover have the same
refractive index, the grating is located at the middle of the guided layer. In this case, the
branching ratio of each diffracted order to the cover medium and the substrate will be exactly
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the same, due to the structure's complete symmetry. The departure of the branching ratio
from 50% for the grating with the symmetric profile is due to the asymmetry of the waveguide
structure, since the refractive indices of the substrate and the

CClvcl

medium usually are

different, and the grating is located at either air-film interface or the film-substrate interface.
It will be clearer after viewing Fig. 25. The three curves in Fig. 2.5 represent the calculated

branching ratios versus film thickness for three different groove profiles. These results, as
well as others that follow, are calculated for

TEo guided mode.

Each grating has the same

period, which allows only the -1 diffraction order. The solid line is for a blazed grating and
two dashed lines are for sinusoidal and rectangular gratings. First, let us only consider the
branching ratios for symmetric gratings. The two curves overlap each other and oscillate with
the film thickness, which means that for symmetric gratings the branching ratio is not sensitive
to groove profiles and is only determined by the asymmetry of the waveguide geometry. It
should be pointed out that this is not true if the grating is too deep, because the dielectric
constant of the grating layer is the function of Z, which depends on the groove profile. As
a result, different asymmetries are added to the waveguide geometry by different groove
profiles. If the grating is shallow, the asymmetry added by the shape of the grating can be
neglected. But if the grating is deep, its effect is obvious. Here, we select the film thickness
as a variable. If other parameters, such as refractive indices, are selected as the variable, the
oscillation of the branching ratio still exists.
The main feature of the asyI!!tnetric grating (blazed grating) is its directional
discrimination, which greatly weakens the asymmetric effect of the waveguide geometxy.
Therefore, the branching ratio is dominated by the groove profile for the blazed grating. The
solid line in Fig. 2.5 shows that the branching ratio is close to unity and is almost independent
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of film thickness, which means that the asymmetry of the waveguide geometry is covered up
by the asymmetry of the groove profile. Another advantage of using the blazed gratings is
that the amount of energy coupled into either the cover medium or the substrate can be
controlled by the direction of the blaze angle. Thus, whehter the substrate is transparent or
not, the high branching ratio can always be obtained.
The calculation above is at the blaze angle where the branching ratio is optimized.
Since the branching ratio has a strong dependence upon the groove profile for asymmetric
gratings, it is worthwhile to know how the branching ratio varies with the blaze angle

ab

(defined in Figure 2.1). Fig. 2.6 shows the calculated variation in the output coupling
efficiency with blaze angle for various film thicknesses. It is noted that the branching ratio
is higher than 90% over a large range of blaze angles. As expected, the branching ratio is

not very different for different thicknesses, especially at the optimum blaze angle. This
greatly relaxes the need for high precision in film thickness control.
Leakage Factor
As we have mentioned above, the overlap integral has to be maximized, in order to

obtain the maximum input coupling efficiency. The maximization of the overlap integral
requires that the leakage factor matches the profile of the incident beam. H the incident
beam has a Gaussian profile (which occurs most often), the condition is a
Wo

= O.68/wo. where

= w seca and w is the half-width of the Gaussian beam, while a is the incident angle of

the beam. From the point of view of applications, the beam width of the Gaussian

~~m

is

usually fixed, so the leakage factor should be designed to match it.
In general, the Jeakage factor depends on the value of every waveguide parameter,
such as grating depth, groove profile, film thickness, refractive indices, etc. Some of the
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parameters are more sensitive than others. For example, the grating depth is more sensitive
than refractive indices, refractive indices are more sensitive than wavelength, etc. H the
leakage factor is the only parameter that needs to be considered, the groove profile is not
that important. No matter what kind of profile is used, the same leakage f:l.-::tor can be
obtained by adjusting the grating depth (or other parameters, such as film thickness, refractive
indices, etc). Fig. 2.7 shows the leakage factors for three different groove profiJes (sinusoidal,
rectangular and blazed) versus grating depth with other parameters: nc=1.583, 0.=1.457,
1lc=1.0, !r=O.5IJom, A=O.35",m, and l.=O.6328lJom. It is noticed that the same leakage factor
can be obtained for any profile if the leakage factor is less than 2 mm·1, the range which is
most interesting. The main difference between the grating profiles is in their maximum
leakage factors which is usually far above the desired level, so that the groove profile is not
critical from this point of view. But for some special situations, such as when the refractive
index difference between the film and the substrate is too small and a single mode waveguide
is required, the leakage factor is very small. In this case the profile should be taken into
account in order to maximize the leakage factor. Unfortunately, the difference in the
maximum leakage factors due to different profiles is not big enough to improve the matching
condition significantly. Generally speaking, the grating profile effect can be ignored if only

•

the leakage factor is considered.
It should be mentioned that except for grating depth there are several other
parameters which also effect the strength of the leakage factor, even though they are not as
strong as grating depth. FlI'St, the leakage factor is influenced by the mode number in a
multimode waveguide. Table 2.2 shows the leakage factor versus mode number for a fivemode waveguide. It is noted that the higher the mode number is, the stronger the leakage
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factor. Second, the leakage factor is influenced by the film thickness. The thinner the film,
the stronger the ieakage factor. (This will be discussed in detail in the chapter on grating
coupler design). Third, it is also influenced by the difference of the refractive indices at the
two sides of the grating. The larger the difference of the refractive indices, the stronger the
leakage factor. The discussion here of the leakage factor is intended to give simple physical
insight. The real case is more complicated than this, usually, accompanied by a kind of
oscillation which needs to be calculated for the specific geometric parameters.

Table 2.2 leakage factor vs. mode number
mode number

Q

(l/J.l.m)

TEo

4.258x1 0-5

~

1.806x10"

~

4.633x10"

~

1.029x1O-3

TE"

2002x1O-3

After the output coupling efficiency and the leakage factor have been calculated, the
input coupling efficiency can be easily attained from Eq. (23.11)_ Fig. 2.8 shows the input
coupling efficiency versus film thickness for three different groove profiles. In the calculation,
we have assumed that the incident beam has a Gaussian profile with a half beam width
O.4mm; we have also assumed that the incident beam has a planar phase front.
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§2.4. IN-COUPLING EFFiCIENCY VARIATION WI1H INCIDENT ANGLE AND

WAVELENGTII DETUNINGS

When we discuss the input coupling efficiency in previous sec~ions, the light beam was
considered to be perfectly collimated and monochromatic. But in reality a light beam always
has angular divergence, and a spread of wavelengths. These two factors also influence the
input coupling efficiency significantly. For example, when a HeNe laser was used, the best
in-coupling efficiency was measured as 65%; but when a dye laser at the same wavelength was
used, the maximum in-coupliog efficiency was only 50% for the same sample. The reason for
this is that HeNe laser has a narrower angular half width and a narrower wavelength half
width.

For some semiconductor lasers, which are the preferred light source in many

applications, the halfwidths in angle and wavelength are even larger than dye laser's, making
the in-coupliog efficiency very poor. This severely limits the applicability of grating couplers.

In this section, a simple model based on the couple mode equation is used to study this
problem. First. we describe how to use this model to calculate the in-coupliog efficiency
versus angle de luning and wavelength detuning of the incident beam. Then several examples
are calculated to show which factors dominate the dependence of coupling efficiency on the
angular halfwidth and wavelength halfwidth of incident beam.
The theoretical model is based on coupled mode equation
(2.4.1)
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represents the incident field. wc,.-

2a"ccosO (see Appendix A) is the in-coupJing coefficient
N",t",

which descn"bes how the incident wave is coupled into the waveguide. (Note that the
definition of in-coupJing coefficient here is totally different from that of the in-coupling
efficiency of grating couplers.)

lC...., -

cz + i( Po - 21CV[d) represents the out-coupling coefficient

that describes how the guided wave is coupled out of the waveguide. a is the leakage factor
and B is the propagation constant of waveguide. This equation is widely used in laser physics
and nonlinear optics. From point of view ,of energy conservation, this equation means that
the energy change in the waveguide is equal to the energy coupled into the waveguide minus
the energy coupled out of the waveguide.
The Eq.(24.1) can now be written as

!

ll
g"",,(x)-l:mg;,.(x)eIClo- olx - ( cz

_i2~V )tp(X)

(2.4.2)

The solution of Eq.(24.2) has a form

(2.4.3)
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where !J.. -A;, -

Po - 2~V represents the phase mismatch between incident field and waveguide

field. The incident beam. usually has a Gaussian form (Yariv[1985])
(2.4.4)

where, w(z') -woJI + (z'lif is the beam width at z', Zo

= 1rWo2/l (see Fig.

2.9). R(z')

=

z' +Zo2/z' is the radius of the wavefront. cp(x',z') = kJ2R(z') describes the phase front of the
Gaussian beam, which is another phase mismatch term due to the divergence of the Gaussian
beam. The typical waveguide field in the grating region is shown in Fig. 2.10, we assume that
a is constant and the Gaussian beam is incident on the grating at its beam waist, i.e. cp is

equal to zero. IT the grating ends at the position where

~

p

is maximum, then the optimum

coupling is achieved. IT we set our coordinate system so that the grating region starts from
minus infinity and ends at zero then Eq.(24.3) is simplified as
o

go",,(0) -

f x",g',.(x')e(&

+It.)r!dx'

(2.4.5)

The energy coupled into waveguide is proportional to /g'p(O)/z.

Comparing Eq.(2.4.5) to the integral ( g(x)h(x)dx used in last section, it is found
J

that these two integrals are related to each other, but Eq.(2.4.5) is more general and flexible.

so

z'

~

Intensity
~ distribution

z

2w(z)
Fig. 2.9. mustration of a gaussian beam incident on the grating coupler.

S1

It is no longer restricted to dealing only with monochromatic plane incident waves at the
resonant angle and the leakage factor a is not necessarily a constant. Ifwe redefine h(x) and
g(x) as

(24.6)
(24.7)

the consistency of these two integral is displayed and the relationship between input and
output coupling efficiency is maintained as

(2.28)

~:l T~,~ ! \P,r~
0.6
0.4

0.2

Fig. 210. Field distnoution in the film of a grating coupler. The parameters of the curves
is relative length IJw. (Ulrich [1970])
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Now, we are ready to tum our attention to the problem of interest - How does the
in-coupJing efficiency vary with angle deluning and wavelength detuning of the incident beam.
Angle Detuning

In order to see the effect of the angular detuning only, we assume that other
parameters (such as a, Neff, A and grating period d) are constant. Then the phase mismatch
term becomes
(2.4.9)

where OJ is the incident angle. Because the resonant incident angle Or is

O,

-l(N_+-.
VA)
d

•
-SIn

(2.4.10)

"III

so 4 can be written as

4(0,> -ko(sin8,-sin8,),

(2.4.11)

and the angular full width at half maximum (FWHM) is defined as 4 = 2(Ohw - Or), where
Ohw is the angle at which the in-coupJing efficiency drops to half its resonant value. The

electric field at the edge of the grating coupler is
o

Cgw(A) - C

f

roo

ta E'u.(X')e(&+i4)z'dx'.

'fC

(2.4.12)
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where C is the normalization factor. According to Eq.(2.4.8), the input coupling efficiency
is

(2.4.13)

Numerical calculations based on Eq.(2.4.13) have been made for two sets of examples
to show the variations of the in-(X)upling efficiencies with the incident angle detuDing at
different values of z. In one set the spot size of the incident beam was chosen to be
wo=O.4mm, corresponding to the unfocused laser beam (shown in Fig. 2.11 (a». In another
et the spot size was wo=O.05mm corresponding to the focused laser beam (shown in Fig. 2.11

(b». The parameters used in calculation are: the coupling distancelc =l/a is Imm, the grating
period is O.4pm, and the wavelength is O.6328J£m. Note that the branching ratio was simply
taken as one in above calculations, corresponding to the blazed grating at the optimum blaze
angle. The real value of the branching ratio depends upon the waveguide configuration. This
only changes the scale of the curve; it does not make any other difference to the calculated
results. Comparing these two figures, the following conclusions can be made.
(a). The angle halfwidth has a strong dependence on the beam size. The less the
beam size, the Jarger the angle half width.

(b). Both angle half width and in-(X)upling efficiency decrease when the beam waist
position z moves further from the grating.
(c). Wnen the position of the beam waist moves away from the grating, the angle
corresponding to the peak in-(X)upiing efficiency shifts, ana the shape of the in-(X)upling
efficiency vs. angle detuDing becomes asymmetric.
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Case (a) can be easily explained by multiple beam interference. The larger beam size
implies that more beams interfere with each other, resulting in a narrower half width (M.
Born, E. Wolf). In fact, the number of beams is also determined by grating period. The
larger the period, the less the beam number, therefore, the broader the half width. This is
also in agreement with our calculations. At first, case (b) seems puzzling. The in-coupJing
efficiency, of course, will decrease due to the phase mismatch and the leakage factor
mismatch. But why does the half width decrease? If we go back to Eq.(2.4.4), it will be
clarified immediately. From Eq.(2.4.4), the phase term 1/R(z) changes much more slowly than
the beam size term 1jw2(z) and both terms influence angular half width. As a result, instead
of increasing, the total half width decreases. The case (c) follows from the fact that another
phase term ¢(x,z) from the incident beam is added if z is not equal to zero, which shifts the
resonant incident angle and alters the shape of the curves. In chapter 5, we will use this
model to calculate the in-coupling efficiency versus angle detuning for a multi-mode
waveguide and compare the result to our experimental data.

Wavelength Detuning

The in-coupling efficiency versus wavelength detuning is also based on the phase
mismatch term
(2.4.14)
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The wavelength (FWHM) is defined as &1 = 2(lr - l l1w), where lr is the resonant wavelength
and 1.Js the wavelength at which the in-coupling efficiency drops to half of its maximum.
Compared this with angle detuning, they have some similarities and some differences. They
are similar in that both detunings produce the phase mismatched, so that the in-coupling
efficiency drops. From this point of view, they can be connected by the grating equation
(2.4.15)

. a . a vl
nmn
r - -sm 'd
For a given waveguide structure, n.sin6 =

Nell

is constant, so sinai and v lid are equivalent.

In other words, the wavelength 1 can be expressed as a function of incident angle. The

constrast lies in the fact that the effective refractive index N..,a and the leakage factor a are
constant and not functions of incident angle in the case of angle detuning, but in the case of
wavelength detuning, they are implicit functions of 1, which makes the calculation more
complicated. It is recognized from Eq.(24.12) that the wavelength dependence of leakage
factor can be neglected, because a only influences the magnitude of the field and changes
little over the range of wavelength detuning. But the dependence on wavelength of the
effective refractive index cannot be ignored, simply because it is in the phase term 4 and the
in-coupling efficiency is very sensitive to the phase mismatch. Under the approximation that

a is constant within the wavelength detuning range, typica1ly nanometers, the variations of
in-coupling efficiency with wavelength, at the different beam positions

Z,

were calculated.

They are illustrated in Fig. 212 The results look similar to the variations of in-coupling
efficiency with incident angle. The parameters used for these calculations are: the beam
width wo=O.1mm, the coupling distance is O.15mm to optimize the input coupling efficiency,
the grating period is

O.4~m.

In this calculation the incident angle is fixed at the resonant
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angle and the wavelength varies near the center wavelength O.6328J.£m.
in summary, the couple-mode equation is used to calculate the input coupling

efficiency in the presence of wavelength and incident angle detuning. Compared with other
theories, this one presents a clear physical picture and calculations relatively simple. It is also
very flCXIble; it can be used to deal with many different cases, such as any kind of incident
beam - Gaussian beam, plane wave, etc, any kind of gratings -- tapered, varying period, etc.

The theoretical calculation presented in this section shows how the in-coupliog efficiency
varies with angular half width and wavelength half width. From those results, the following
conclusions can be made:
1. The angle halfwidth and the wavelength half width have a very strong dependence

upon the incident beam size.
2 If the beam size is much smaller than the coupling distance, the half width is

dominated by the beam size, assuming that the beam waist is located on the grating.
3. When the beam waist is moved away from the grating, not only does the in-coupliog
efficiency decrease,. but the halfwidth as well.
4. The halfwidth is also influenced by the grating period.
Therefore, the grating period should be designed as large as possible, because the larger
period leads to a broader half width. For gratings with symmetric profiles, the maximum
period is usually limited by d<21{NefI+l) in order to guarantee that only one diffraction
order exists. For blazed gratings, this problem is not critical because of its directional
discrimination, i.e. the energy distnbution into diffraction orders can be controlled, which is
another advantage of blazed gratings. In order to broaden the half width, the leakage factor
of the grating coupler should be designed as large as possible to match the small beam size.
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§2.S. COUPLING AT OBLIQUE INCIDENCE

So far the discussion has been restricted to the case of grating vector lying in the
plane of incidence -- normal incidence. Under that situation, the guided and radiated waves
lie in the plane of incidence and the TE and TM components of the incident wave are
completely decoupled and may be treated separately. In this section, we will discuss the more
general case where the grating vector may have any arbitrary orientation with respect to the
plane of incidence -- oblique incidence.
In the case of oblique incidence, the TE and TM components of the incident wave

are no longer decoupled; the TE incident guided wave can excite both TE and TM waves
(guided or radiated). Similarly, the TM incident guided wave can excite both TE and 1M
waves. This subject has been studied by many researchers. Their theories include quasioptical theory (Wlodarczyk et al.[1985b]), local mode theory [Stegeman et al.[1981]),
transmission line theory (Shiau [1983]), and singular perturbation theory (park et al.[1987]).
Most of the work has been concentrated on the mode coupling and mode conversion of the
power, the phase information was ignored. The only paper which mentioned the elliptic
polarization of the radiated wave was Park and Seshadri's singular perturbation theory. It
dealt with the case of a grounded dielectric film waveguide in millimeter wave application.
In this section, we will concentrate on the dielectric waveguide and investigate the wave

coupling completely, that is, both amplitude and phase will be considered.
Assuming that the incident wave is a guided wave, there are two different situations
at the oblique incidence - the coupling between two guided waves and the coupling from
guided wave to radiated wave. Which situation will occur mainly depends on the grating
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period, operating wavelength and the oblique incident angle. If the grating period and the
operating wavelength are fixed, it will be determined by the oblique angle only. Suppose the
grating period is given as:
1

A

2

NII//+ne

A.

NII//+n,

(2.5.1)

---~-s:---

so that there exists only a -1 order diffraction at normal incidence (in both substrate medium
and air), where A is the wavelength, A is the grating period,
index of the waveguide, nc: and
medium, respectively.

n. are

NeU

is the effective refractive

the ren:active indices of the substrate and cover

The geometry is shown in Fig.2.13.

When the oblique angle

~

increases from zero degree, the angle ¢ (the angle between the normal to the substrate and
the wave vector of the radiated wave) also increases until ¢
~

= 90 degrees.

The oblique angle

corresponding to ¢ = 90 degrees is defined as the critical angle and given by

(2.5.2)

where v is the mode number; superscript c and s represents the cover medium and the
substrate respectively. In the region of ~ <

~c:c:,

the radiated waves appear in both cover and

the substrate medium. In the region of cc:C: < c < foc:-, the radiated wave only exists in the
substrate, it becomes an evanescent wave in the cover side. In the region f. > cc:·, strong
coupling between guided waves may occur if the oblique incident angle is around the resonant
angles (see Appendix B)
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z

y

Substrate

Fig. 213. Geometry of output grating coupler at oblique incidence.
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(2.53)

The number of resonant angles depends on how many modes the waveguide structure
can support. It is clear that the coupling from a guided wave to a radiated wave always
occurs if ~ < eC" But the coupling from a guided wave to another guided wave only occurs
when the oblique incident angle is near the resonant angle

ero which also locates the "stop

band" descnDed in the literature.

1_ £xti

(2.5.6)

I£xlil

p_ Ixi

(2.5.7)

Ilxil
where

i

is the wavevector of the radiated wave and Ii is the normal to the sample. The

amplitudes of both 1E and TM fields can be obtained from the leakage factors. The power
carried by the waveguide in the grating region can be obtained by the differential equation:

tIP
---Z«P

(2.5.8)

dx

where the change dP in the power is due to those diffracted beams that was radiated out of
the waveguide. Hence, from the point of view of energy conservation, it can be reexpressed
as:

(2.5.9)
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where n represents the number of the diffraction orders. Assuming that the incident wave
is a TE guided wave, the total radiation power can be written as:
(2.5.10)

and the total leakage factor is
(2.5.11)

The solution of the Equation (8) is
(2.5.12)

Substitute (10), (11) and (12) to (9), it is found
(2.5.13)

(2.5.14)

In this section, we consider such a case that only -1 order diffracted beam exists.
Therefore, the ratio of the TE component and the TM component of the electric field will
be
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(2.5.15)

c

Tl'E{1JI-

2. Phase difference

In transmission line theory, the phase difference between 1E and TM fields can be
uniquely determined by their voltages.

The components of TE and TM fields can be

expressed as:(Shiau's dissertation, Table At.)
E~. V'(z)exp(-jk:,u)

(TE)

(2.5.16)

(2.5.17)

(2.5.18)

As we mentioned above, 1E and TM radiation fields have the same wavevector, i.e.

£' .£"_£ .
• • •

So exponential terms do not introduce any phase difference and can be

disregarded. It is noted that there are two components for the TM mode. First, we will
prove that these two components have the same phase. It is known that for the TM mode
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(O)e e

1(1.) - Y(z)Y - Jl(z)

0 "

(~e. -k?Jlf2

(2.5.19)

substituting this into Equation(2.5.17), the z component becomes:

E(z) - - Y(z)

Here both (k(?EII -

k"~Y:

k
II

(~e" _k!>JJ2

exp( -jk"u)

(2.5.20)

and k,,2 are real and positive. The minus sign combined with

Eq.(2.5.18) implies that the TM field is perpendicular to the wavevector £. Hence, the phase
difference between TE and TM depends on the voltages V'(z) and V"Cz) only and the
voltages can be expressed as exponential forms:

V' -I V'lexpCiq. ~

(2.5.21)

yt'-IJ."'Iexp(icp DI)

(2.5.22)

.- The phase difference between the two components is
(2.5.23)

Of course, the ratio of TE and TM components of the radiated wave can be obtained
by current I and voltage V directly. But after the leakage factors has been obtained, it is
much easier to get the ratio from leakage factors.

By now, we have had all the information needed to specify the polarization state of
the radiation fields. In order to compare with the experimentai results and obtain a better
physical picture, it is convenient to introduce the ratio of the axes of the polarization ellipse,
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that is, the ratio of the minor axis to the major axis. The relation between the lengths of the
axes is: (Born et al.[l975])
(2.5.24)

(25.25)

sin2X - (sin2y)sinA tp

tan Y - T'l'1!fIJI-

RE
"D-D
c
"n:-'I'M

(2.5.26)

In addition, the angle ., which is the angle between the direction of the TE field and the
direction of the major axis, is determined by
(2.5.27)

tan21jr .. (tan2y)cosAtp

The example above is for part 1 of the radiated field.

The other parts can be

obtained by using the same method. The results are shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3. fTE"II'M and At/)

T'l'1!fIJI

Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Part 4

~«~-,.

~

~ «~-,.

~ «~-,.

"'I'M-1M

"TM-1M

"n:-TItI

Atp

e

c

CPn:-721-tp721-7Jt

":Z-7JI '

•

•

"m-m-4pn!-TItI

e

e

tplll-7Z-tpTltl-7JI

II

•

tp 7JI-721- tp TItI-7JI

Calculation Results
We shall now illustrate the characteristics of the radiation field by using the
perturbation transmission line theory with the help of the equations derived above. The
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polarization state, the leakage factors and the phase difference of the radiation field for both
TE and TM incident guided waves are our main concern. We first investigate characteristics
of the radiated wave for the rectangular grating, then compare the dependence of the
radiated field on grating location.

Lastly, the dependence on grating profiles will be

discussed.
The waveguide and its geometrical parameters to be used for the calculation are as
following:
nf:

1.532

0.:

1.46

Dc:

1.0

It:

O.46J,.£m

tc=

0.05J,.£m

1:

0.6328J,.£m

A:

0.384J,.£m,

with the grating located at air/film interface.
The calculated leakage factors for TE mode excitation (ClTE-TE and aTE-TM) and those
for TM mode excitation (aTM-TM and aTM.m) are plotted against oblique angle

~

in Fig. 2.14

(a) and (b), respectively. In each figure two of the curves represent the leakage factors in
the substrate, others in the cover medium, air. It is noted from these two figures that the
mode coupling for the TE and the TM excitations are different. The major difference is that,
for 1E excitation, there is a specific oblique angle at which the leakage factor of TE-TE is
zero, that is, all the po-..ver carried b-j the incident TE component is converted to a TM
component. But for the case of TM excitation, there is no such an angle. Additionally, mode
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Fig. 214. Leakage factors of the rectangular grating at air-film
interface for (a) 1E mode excitation; (b) TM mode excitation.
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conversion of TM excitation (TM-TE) to the substrate side is much stronger that to air side
at oblique angles to be close to the critical angle

~C"

The phase differences of TE and TM components in radiated waves for TE and TM
mode excitations are plotted in Fig. 215 (a) and (b), respectively. In each figure, one curve
represents the phase difference in the air side, the other in the substrate. It is observed that
the phase difference for TM excitation is much larger than that for 'IE excitation. As a
result, the ratios of the axes of the polarization ellipse (Note that it is the ratio of the power
instead of the ratio of the amplitude.) for '1M mode excitation, plotted in Fig. 2.16 (b), are
much larger than those for TE mode excitation, plotted in Fig. 2.16 (a). The highest ratio
for TM excitation in the air side almost reaches unity, i.e. the field is almost circular polarized.
In contrast, the highest ratio for TE excitation is only about 0.01 below

'c

because of the

small phase difference in most ofthe range of oblique angle. When the oblique angle is close
to the critical angle, the phase difference in substrate side for TE mode excitation goes to 30
degrees, but the amplitUde ratio, rTE/l'M' becomes very small in this range. The result is a
small ratio of the polarization ellipse over the whole range of the oblique angle.
In order to compare the dependence of the characteristics of the rajiated wave on
grating location, the leakage factors, the phase difference, and the ratio of the axes of the
polarization ellipse are also calculated using the same grating parameters listed above, but the
grating is located at the film!substrate interface. Fig. 2.17 (a) and (b) illustrates the leakage
factors as a function of the oblique angle for TE and TM excitations, respectively. In this
case the leakage factors for TE mode excitation are similar to those plotted in Fig. 2.14 (a)
but with a smaller scale, indicating that the total out-coupling is much weaker. The leakage
factors for TM mode excitation look totally different than those plotted in Fig. 2.15 (b). The
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mode conversion effect is substantially weaker than those with the grating located at
air/substrate interface, and the mode coupling increases rapidly with increasing oblique angle.
The phase differences for 1E and TM excitations are illustrated in Fig. 2.18 (a) and
(b), respectively. Similarly to the air case, the phase difference for 1E excitation is much
smaller than for TM excitation. The ratios of the axes of polarization ellipse for TM
excitation (Fig. 219(b», with its maximum value 0.38, are also much greater than those for
TE excitation (Fig. 219 (a», but not as great as that (0.94) exhibited by a grating located at
the air/film interface.
Comparing the above two cases, the different the characteristics of the radiated wave
attendant to the grating location are obvious, which differ with Park's results [1987], because
he considered a grounded dielectric film waveguide.
The dependence of the radiated wave on the shape of grating grooves was also
investigated. Fig. 220 - 222 show the leakage factor, the phase difference, and the ratio of
the polarization ellipse versus oblique angle for a blazed grating coupler with following
parameters:
nf:

1.585

0.:

1.457

nc:

1.0

lc:

0.5J£m

A;

033J£m

1:

0.6328J£m

blaze angle:

50°,
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with the grating located at the filmIsubstrate interface. The distinguishing feature shown in
these figures is the obviously different behavior of the radiated wave on the two sides
(substrate or air) due to the directional discrimination of blazed grating. The differences
appear not only in the leakage factors, but also in the phase difference and the ratio of
polarization ellipse axes, not only for larger oblique angles, but for small oblique angles as
well.
To conclude, the following comments can be made:
1. The lE incident guided wave can excite both lE and TM components of the
radiated wave, as does the TM incident guided wave. Therefore, the radiated beam, in
general, consists of both lE and TM components, and is elliptically polarized.
2 The phase difference for lE.mode excitation is much smaller than for TM mode
excitation. Therefore, the radiated wave for lE mode excitation is closer to being linearly
polarized over the whole range of oblique-incident angles, but the radiated wave for TM
mode excitation is obviously elliptically polarized over a range of oblique angles.
3. For shallow gratings, the characteristics of the radiated wave have more dependence
on grating location, and less dependence on grating profile. For deep gratings, they depends
on both grating location and profile.

§4.6. SUMMARY

In this chapter, the principles of the perturbation transmission line theory was briefly

reviewed. According to this theory, the interaction between waveguide grating and electric
field has been descnbed, and the characteristics of grating couplers for both normal and
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oblique incidence have been analyzed. We also discussed why the perturbation transmission
line theory introduces a more accurate result than other pertuloation theories and indicated
that it works better for the coupling between guided waves and radiation waves.
In the case of normal incidence, more attention has been paid to the coupling

efficiency, including the relationship between input and output coupling efficiencies, betweec
coupling efficiency and waveguide grating configuration, also between coupling efficiency and
incident beam parameters. It has been found that a maximum output coupling efficiency as
high as 100% can be realized by means of grating couplers with asymmetric groove profiles,
typically blazed gratings, while for gratings with symmetric profiles the output coupling
efficiency typically has values between 40% and 60%. With the help of the reciprocity
theorem, the input coupling efficiency can be expressed as the product of the output coupling
efficiency and the overlap integral. The maximum input coupling only occurs when both
output coupling efficiency and overlap integral are optimized, which implies that the output
coupling efficiency is unity and a=O.68/wo- Under this condition, the highest input coupling
efficiency of 80.6% can be obtained in purely planar waveguide if the incident beam is strictly
collimated and monochromatic. The dependence of the input coupling efficiency on incident
beam parameters was addressed in §2.4.

To further improve the input coupling efficiency,

the leakage factor has to be contoured to match the profile of the incident beam. This is
accompanied by the phase variation, that is, the output beam is no longer a strict plane wave.
In order to solve this problem, the period of the grating should vary slightly with position.
This can be easily done in meory, but is difficult to do experimentally.

The coupling from guided wave to radiated wave at the oblique incidence has also
been discussed in this chapter.

The difference between normal incidence and oblique
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incidence is that: for the case of normal incidence, no coupling between 1E and TM mode
occurs; but in the case of oblique incidence, 1E guided mode can be coupled into both 1E
and TM radiated waves, as does the TM guided wave. The phaSes of the TE and TM
components of the radiated wave, in general, are different. Hence, the radiated wave is
elliptically polarized. The main feature which has been found in the radiated wave is that its
polarization state is so different for 1E and TM excitations. In the case of 1E mode
excitation it is almost linearly polarized, but in the case of TM mode excitation it is elliptically
polarized, and even close to being circularly polarized at some oblique angles. We also
investigated the dependence of the radiated wave on grating location and grating profile. The
calculated results show that both grating location and grating profile, in general, make a
substantial contnbution to the characteristics of the radiated wave. But for shallow gratings
the contnbution of grating profile can be neglected, which is in agreement with the result
obtained at normal incidence.
Most of the calculated results in this chapter will be tested experimentally in Chapter

5.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION OF INPUT AND OUTPUT COUPLER

§3.1 INTRODUCTION

In the last chapter, we have discussed the theory of the waveguide grating couplers.

In this chapter, we employ the theoretical results to design and optimize high efficiency
grating couplers. Even though a variety of grating theories have been developed in past 20
years, little work has been done on the optimization of grating couplers. The main point of
the design is to make use of available materials and available techniques to meet the
requirement of the application. Since gratings are so widely used and play various roles in
integrated optics, it is impossible to cover all of them in one dissertation. Our attention is
restricted to input and output grating couplers in the case of normal incidence. Our main
concern is coupling efficiency. In the following sections, we will go through the whole design
and optimization procedures. A couple of design examples are provided to facilitate the
understanding of the whole procedure. At the end of this chapter we will discuss some
limitations of grating couplers associated with limitations in technology and material
characteristics.
The emphasis of this chapter is on high efficiency blazed grating couplers: gratings
with symmetric profiles are also taken into account. The comparison of the blazed grating
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and symmetric gratings shows that the blazed grating not oo1y yields a high efficiency, but also
simplifies the optimization procedure from the point of view of applications.

§3.2 DESIGN OF OUTPUT COUPLERS

In most of applications, the requirements for output couplers are the high branching

ratio, the specific angle of the output beam and the required wavelength. The procedure can
be divided into two steps: the initial design and the optimization.
The first step in the initial design is to select the materials of the waveguide, the
groove profiles of gratings, and the thickness of the waveguide film. Then the effective
refractive index of the waveguide can be roughly estimated.

As long as the effective

refractive index is attained, the period of the grating can be determined easily upon the
specifications of the output angle. The selection of the substrate medium and waveguide film
is basically such that the absorption loss and the scattering loss at the operating wavelength

are small enough to'obtain a reasonable propagation distance. Usually, the refractive indices
of the substrate medium and the waveguide film can be found from catalogs. (If not, they
should be measured by experiment, which is detailed in Chapter 5.) The next step is to
determine the thickness of the waveguide film. The choice of the film thickness really
depends upon applications. In most cases, the thickness is chosen such that the waveguide
can support only one propagation mode.
experimental procedures.

This simplifies the theoretical analysis and

A.J!. soon as these parameters are detenn;ned, the effective

refractive index of the waveguide can be caicuiated from the dispersion equation of the
waveguide (Kogelnik,[l988])
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(3.1)

2klll'C060 -24»6 -24» 0: -2V1t

where t/J. and t/Je are the phase shifts at film/substrate and filmIcover medium interfaces
respectively.

In the initial design, we ignore the effect of the grating depth on the effective
refractive index, since it does not change the effective refractive index: significantly. After the
effective refractive index of the waveguide is attained, the period of the grating coupler will
be determined by equation (3.2) assuming that the -1 diffraction order is used,

A- __-_2_1t__
kJiin° c - P

Where k,,=27rnJl. is the propagation factor in the cover medium.

(3.2)

p

is the longitudinal

propagation factor in the waveguide. Be is the angle of output beam required by application.

In order to make the power radiated from waveguide more concentrated on one side (either
substrate or cover medium), we choose the blazed grating for the output coupler. Thus far
we have obtained all parameters needed in optimization.
The optimization uses waveguide grating theory to calculate the branching ratio and
the leakage factor (coupling strength). In most applications the coupling strength of output
coupler can be neglected, because most of the energy in the waveguide will be coupled out
of the waveguide if the grating is not too short. Therefore, in this section, we only consider
the branching ratio, which is calculated by the perturbation transmission line theory. In the
optimization procedure, a number of parameters can be selected for variation. There is no
established rule which one is the most appropriate. In general, the variable is chosen that is
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most sensitive to the branching ratio and technologically available. The grating depth and the
film thickness are two commonly used variables, because they are relatively easily to be

realized. In the optimization, the branching ratio versus the selected variable is calculated
by a computer program. The final geometric configuration is determined by those parameters

which make the branching ratio maximum.
Desi2Il Example
In this example, we assume that the parameters required by the application are: an
operating wavelength of 0.6328 p.m, an angle of the output beam of 20·25 degrees, a
branching ratio higher than 95%. According to these requirements, we first select the
following parameters: the substrate medium is fused silica with refractive index 1.457; the
waveguide film is polystyrene with refractive index 1.583; the cover medium is air; the film
thickness is 0.5 ""m to form a single mode waveguide;
filmJsubstrate interface; the

TEo mode

the grating is located at the

is selected as the waveguide mode. Under these

conditions, the effective refractive index is calculated as 1.529. The period of the grating can
be chosen between 0.324 I'm and O.3381'm, corresponding to Eq. (3.2). Here, we select the
period as 0.33 ""m, so that the corresponding out-coupled beam angle is 23°. As a first
example, we would like to demonstrate two cases: the branching ratio versus the film
thickness and the branching ratio versus grating depth (for the blazed grating the grating
depth and the blaze angle imply the same thing if the grating period is fixed). This will
demonstrate that the branching ratio is sensitive to some parameters and insensitive to other
parameters. Fig.3.1(a) shows the branching ratio versus the film thickness at blaze angle =
50 degrees. Fig.3.1(b) show tbe branching ratio versus the grating depth at the film thickness
0.5 ""m. Both of them are calculated by using the perturbation transmission line theory.
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Comparing with these two figures, it is found that the branching ratio is much more sensitive
to the blazed angle than to the film thickness. Hence, in the design of output couplers, blaze
angle is our main concern. It is noted from Fig. 3.1 (b) that the branching ratio is over 95%
in the range of blaze angle

= 40 - 64 degrees.

In principle, the blaze angle can be chosen

anywhere between these two angles. Here we simply select the blaze angle to be 50 degrees.
It is found from the calculation that the effective refractive index of the waveguide in the
grating region has been changed from

Neff

= 1.527 to

Neff

= 1.54 after the grating depth is

taken into account. It is also found from Eq. 3.2.1 that the grating period is a function of the
effective refractive index if the angle 8 is given. Therefore, the grating period should be
slightly adjusted corresponding to the blaze angle if an accurate out-coupled beam angle is
required (because t, changes). In this example, the out-coupled angle changed from 23° to
22° after the grating depth is taken into account, which is still in the required angle range.
Even when the period correction has to be made, it is not necessary to recalculate the
branching ratio, for the branching ratio changes very slightly with small change in the period.
This can be easily seen from Fig.3.2, which shows the branching tatio versus the grating

period for the output grating coupler designed above. We have now finished the whole
design of the waveguide grating configuration, i.e.:
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blaze angle:

50 degrees

Under this configuration, the branching ratio is 99% and the out-coupled angle is 22
degrees, which satisfies our application requirement.

§3.3 DESIGN OF INPUT COUPLERS

As we mentioned in chapter 2, the input coupling efficiency is the product of the

branching ratio and the overlap integral. Therefore, the design of input grating couplers is
more complicated than the design of output couplers. Not only should the branching ratio
be optimized, but also the leakage factor of the input grating coupler has to match the
desired spot size of incident beam. In other words, the branching ratio and the leakage factor
have to be considered together. In this chapter, we limit our discussion to the case that the
leakage factor a is constant in the grating region and the incident beam has a Gaussian
intensity distnbution.
The initial design procedure for input couplers is the same as that for output
couplers. But the optimization procedure is more complicated. The goal of the optimization
is to maximize the branching ratio, while also obtaining the appropriate leakage factor a that
matches the desired incident beam size. It has been discussed in Chapter 2 that for a
Guassian beam incident on a grating that is uniform along the coupling region, the maximum
efficiency attainable is 81 % if the branching ratio is unity. It occurs when the fonowing
condition is satisfied:

where Wo = W

sece, and W is the halfwidth of the Gaussian beam; e is the incident angle.
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0.68
a:--Wo

(3.3)

As mentioned in the last section, the branching ratio is more sensitive to the blaze

angle and less sensitive to the film thickness. On the other hand, the leakage factor is
sensitive to both of them, which implies that the optimization for input coupler consists of
two steps. The first step is to calculate the variation of the branching ratio with the blaze
angle for the waveguide parameters obtained from the initial design. The blaze angle is
selected such that at that angle the branching ratio is maximized. The second step is to adjust
the leakage factor so that a

= O.68fWo is satisfied.

This is rea1ized by varying the film

thickness at the selected blaze angle. To select the film thickness, we calculate the leakage
factor versus film thickness, and choose the point where the leakage factor is closest to
O.68fW0- As with output couplers, after the film thickness and blaze angle have been selected,

the effective refractive index will have a small change. Therefore the period of the grating
should be adjusted correspondingly (if an accurate incident angle is required). We have
demonstrated that the branching ratio does not have a significant change with small
adjustments of the grating period. This is also true for the leakage factor. Fig.3.3 illustrates
the leakage factor versus the grating period. The parameters used for this calculation are the
same as those used in the previous output coupler. The result indicates that the input
coupling efficiency does not need to be recalculated after the grating period is adjusted.
The discussion above is useful for the case when the film thickness is adjustabie.
Sometimes, the waveguide has a

med thickness, which makes thickness adjustment impossible.

In this case, the best parameter to be varied is the blaze angle, since both leakage factor and
branching ratio are sensitive to it To optimize the input coupling efficiency, we calculate the
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leakage factor and the branching ratio versus the blaze angle simu1taneously. The final result
is selected at such a blaze angle that the product of the branching ratio and the overlap

integral is maximum. Fortunately, the branching ratio is usually high in a wide range of blaze
angle. For instance in Fig.3.1 (b) the branching ratio is over 90% (from 32° to 64"), which
makes the optimization much easier.
Design Example
We first illustrate an example where the film thickness can be adjusted after the
grating has been made. The requirement for this input coupler is that the input coupling
efficiency is higher than 70%, the half width of the incident beam size is Wo = 0.5 mm, the
incident angle is 20 - 25 degrees, which is the same as the output coupler we designed in last
section.
We first consider the case where the film thickness of the grating coupler can be
varied in the fabrication. Since the requirement of the incident angle is the same as the
output coupler we designed, the result of the output coupler can be employed to the design
of this input coupler directly. The remaining problem is to match the leakage factor to the
required incident beam size by varying the film thickness. For this example the required
leakage factor obtained from Eq.(33) is 1.25 mm·t • The leakage factor as the function of film
thickness is plotted in Fig. 3.4. It is found that the leakage factor of 1.25 mm-t occurs at the

film thickness of 0.65 #-,m. This leads to an input coupling efficiency as high as 80%, which
is the product of the branching ratio and the overlap integral The configuration of the input

coupler, which is listed below, is about the same as that of the output coupler, except that the

film thickness is specified to

~_65

#-,m instead of 0.5 J.'m:
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Sometimes, the film thickness cannot become a variable. For instance, the thickness
of the ion-exchanged glass waveguide is fixed after the guided layer has been made. In this
case, the input coupling efficiency, in general, cannot be as high as 81 %, since the leakage
factor and the branching ratio cannot be optimized simultaneously by varying the blaze angle
only. The method used to optimize the input coupling efficiency is as mentioned above - to
design a computer program to calculate the input coupling efficiency versus blaze angle
directly. Fig 3.5 shows the input coupling efficiency versus blaze angle with the configuration:
DC:

1.532

0.:

1.46

Dc:

1.0

tr:

0.651'm

A:

0331'm

1:

0.6328l'm,

with the grating at the air/film interface. It should be pointed out that te in this example
actually is the film thickness plus the grating depth. It is Doted from Fig. 3.5 that the
maximum input coupling efficiency of 66% occurs at the blaze angle of 30 degrees.
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Input Couplin!: Efficiency of a Gratin!: with a Symmetric Profile
We have discussed the optimization procedure of the blazed grating coupler in the
last section. In this section we will descn"be the optimization of gratings with symmetric
profiles. The characteristics of gratings with symmetric profiles differ from those of blazed
gratings in the following ways: 1. The branching ratio oscillates around 50% with either
grating depth or film thickness, typically between 40% to 60%; 2 The leakage factor drops
with increasing film thickness, accompanied by the oscillation; it also oscillates with the grating
depth for deep gratings. Consequently, it is not necessary to optimize the output coupling
efficiency for gratings with symmetric profiles.
Compared with blazed gratings, the input coupling efficiency of gratings with
symmetric profiles is more difficult to optimize due to those oscillations. In some previous
work (Wlodarczyk et a1.[I985aD, the effect of the branching ratio was ignored when designing
input couplers. In some other work [DaIgoutte et 31.[1970]) the unit branching ratio was
obtained by carefully selecting the grating period to restrict the number of beams to one. In
this design, a conversion prism has to be added, so it is not the purely planar geometry that
is of most interesL Here we only consider the case of purely planar geometry, where the

branching ratio has to be taken into accounL Suppose the grating coupler is designed such
that its leakage factor matches the size of the incident beam, that is, the overlap integral
reaches its maximum. The input coupling efficiency can be in the range of 32% - 48%,

corresponding to

the

oscillation of the branching ratio behV'een 40% - 60%. To obtain an

accurate design, a computer program must be employed to calculate

the

input coupling

efficiency -- the prodcct of the branching ratio and the overlap integral -- versus grating depth
with various film thicknesses. Of course, the physical insight of the design will be hidden
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under the calculation, but this is the only convenient way to optimize the input coupling
efficiency for symmetric gratings.
Example of Input Coupler
Assume that the required parameters of the grating coupler are similar to the previous
examples - the half width of Gaussian beam is 0.5 mID, the incident angle is 20 -25 degrees,
and the input coupling efficiency is as high as possible (because it cannot be as high as blaze
grating). The materials with nr = 1.583 and n. = 1.457 are selected as the waveguide film and
the substrate medium, respectively. The grating profile is selected as rectangular, and is
located at the filmIsubstrate interface. The grating period is still selected as 0.33 p.m. Fig.3.6
shows the input coupling efficiency versus grating depth with the film thicknesses of 0.45 J.l.m,

0.5 J.l.m, and 0.55 Jjm. It is noted from Fig. 3.6 that the maximum input coupling efficiency
is different for each film thickness, indicating that the maximum coupling efficiency cannot
be obtained by only varying grating depth. In other words, even though the appropriate

leakage factor can be attained by v~g the grating depth, the maximum branching ratio is
not guaranteed. It is found that the maximum input coupling efficiency is 48% at the film
thickness of 0.45 Jjm, 44% at 0.5 Jjm, and only 36% at 0.55 Jjm. From this result, the final
design is determined as the film thickness of 0.45 J.l.m and the grating depth of 0.12Jjm.
The Limitation of Coupling Efficiency
The theoretical analysis shows that the maximum output coupling efficiency is close

to 100% and the maximum input coupling efficiency is 80% for a blazed grating that is
uniform along the coupling region. But these theoretical maxima cannot always be achieved
by adjusting grating parameters (profile, depth, etc.) due to the restrictions of available

materials and fabrication techniques. This problem is not obvious for output couplers. In
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most ~, the optimum branching ratio can be achieved by selecting the appropriate grating
profile. A limitation to the coupling efficiency sometimes occurs in the design of input
couplers because of a saturation effect in the leakage factor, which makes the perfect match
.between the leakage factor and the incident beam size impossible. This situation usually
happens when the difference between the refractive indices of the substrate and the film
media is too small or too large. Because the limitation for blazed gratings is somewhat
different than for gratings with symmetric profiles, we discuss them separately in the following
paragraph.
Let us first consider the case of symmetric gratings, since this is relatively simple. In
this case the contnbution of the branching ratio to input coupling efficiency is not significant,

because it typically varies around 50% with grating depth and film thickness, and also because
the grating depth and the film thickness are difficult to be controlled accurately. In other
words, it is not necessary to take the branching ratio into account. The limitation is mainly
caused by the saturation of the leakage factor, that is, there exists a maximum value for
leakage factor; above that value it does not increase further with increasing grating depth.
For different waveguide configurations, this value is quite different. Generally speaking, the
smaller the difference between the refractive indices of the substrate and the waveguide film,
the smaller the maximum leakage factor. This can be easily explained from the perturbation
theoI}' descn"bed in Chapter 2 When the difference of the refractive indices is small, the
guided layer must be thick enough to support me guided wave (Koge1nik[1988]), which has
a w ...ak electric field in the grating region (at the air/substrate interface). As we know that
the drivi.ng force (which determines the strength of the coupling) is proportional to the
electric field in the grating region, the weak field leads to a weak coupling, i.e. the small
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leakage factor. For example, in potassium/sodium ion-exchanged waveguide the refractive
index difference is less than 0.01. In order to support a guided wave, the thickness has to be
large, which makes a high leakage factor impossible.

Of course, this problem can be

circumvented by expanding the incident beam size. But for some applications, such as in
nonlinear waveguide, the high beam intensity density (flux per unit area) is preferred in order
to observe the nonlinear effect, which makes beam expanding not very useful
For the blazed grating, the branching ratio makes a large contribution to input
coupling efficiency and cannot be ignored. Therefore, there are two possible causes, leakage
factor and branching ratio, that can limit the achievement of the highest input coupling
efficiency. As with as symmetric gratings, the saturation can make the leakage factor too
small to match the incident beam size. On the other hand, when using the blaze effect to
obtain a high branching ratio, the leakage factor can become too high, because it does not
work for shallow gratings. This usually occurs when the difference of the refractive indices
between the substrate and the waveguide film is too large, which requires a very thin film to
form a single mode waveguide. As a result, the electric field in the grating region is very
strong resulting in strong coupling, i.e. a large leakage factor, which will also match the
incident beam size poorly.

§3.S. CONCLUSION

In this chapter, the design and the optimization of input and output couplers have
been detailed. We have successfully designed an input grating coupler with 80% coupling
efficiency and an output grating coupler with 99% coupling efficiency using blazed gratings.
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We have also compared the procedure and the results of the design of blazed gratings to
those of gratings with symmetric profiles. The comparison indicates that blazed gratings
provide not ooly highly efficient coupling b'lt also a simpler optimization procedure. Fmally,
we discussed a limitation to coupling efficiency caused by waveguide configuration, mainly the
difference of the refractive index between the substrate and the film, due to the lack of
available materials.
The design and the optimization procedures have been addressed in this chapter.
Uke other designs, the procedure for designing waveguide grating couplers is not unique.
The goal of designing, for most applications, is to obtain the highest coupling efficiency. For
output couplers, the main concern is the highest branching ratio. For input couplers, the
leakage factor has to match the incident beam size while providing the highest branching
ratio. Since the branching ratio and the leakage factor are functions of many parameters,
such as grating profile, refractive indices of the waveguide configuration, wavelength, film
thickness, mode number. polarization, etc, there does not exist an established set of rules to
follow. The design and the optimization procedures descnDed in this chapter are based on
the author's experience. They provide a method for achieving the highest coupling efficiency
predicted theoretically.
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CHAPTER 4

FABRICATION OF WAVEGUIDE GRATINGS

§4.1. INTRODUCTION

The fabrication of waveguide diffraction gratings usually consists of two steps: the
fabrication of the planar waveguides and the fabrication of diffraction gratings. A variety of
methods have been used to fabricate planar waveguides (Lee[1986]), including vacuum
deposition (Holland et aI.[1963]), solution deposition (Ulrich et al.[I972]), ion exchange
(Ramaswamy et aI.[I988a,b]), ion implantation (Kulish et al.[1988], and Chandler et al.[1987]),
and molecular-beam epitaxial (Chang[l980]). Meanwhile, a variety of techniques has been
used to fabricate surface relief gratings, including electron-beam lithography (Fujita et
al.[1982]), X-ray lithography (K.odate et aI.[1986]), chemical etching (Ciarlo et al.[1986]),
ion-beam etching (Johnson[1979J), reactive ion beam etching (Downey et aI.[1981 D, and
plasma etching (Coburn[1982]). The waveguide used for the experiments in this dissertation
is polystyrene waveguide. The principal reason for selecting a polymer as the guiding layer
is that its film thickness can be easily adjusted to optimize the input coupling efficiency after

the grating has been etched into the substrate. The additional advantages are that the
material itself is inexpensive, the solution deposition technique is not equipment-intensive and
produces step-index waveguiding films, which simplifies the theoretical analysis significantly.
The grating fabrication technique we used begins ''.lith the holographic recording of the
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grating pattern in photoresist. Then the reactive ion-milling technique is used to etch the
grating into the substrate.

This chapter is organized as follows:

The preparation of planar waveguide is

described in §4.2 The fabrication procedure of the photoresist grating is addressed in §4.3
with the emphasis on the discussion of surface roughness.

In §4.4, the technique of

controlling grating profiles by means of the reactive ion-beam etching is presented.

§4.2 PREPARATION OF POLYSTYRENE WAVEGUIDE

As mentioned above, polystyrene is selected for the guiding layer, and a suitable

solution deposition technique -- the spin coating process-- is used to generate waveguides.
In general, the requirements of thin film guiding layers are low loss and specified thickness.

The loss of the layers is mainly attnouted to bulk scattering and absorption in the material,
and to surface roughness of the film as well as the substrate. The absorption is inherent in
material, which has to be taken into account when selecting the material for the waveguide.
Polystyrene is transparent at our operating wavelength (1 = 0.6328 pm), so it is suitable for
our applications. The scattering and the surface roughness are more complicated; they are
not only inherent in the material but are also related to the fabrication procedure, such as,
the selection of solvent, the viscosity of the solution, the rotation speed of spin coater,
temperature, etc. In fact, these matters are part of the subject of polymer chemistry, which
is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Our focal point is how to make a polystyrene

waveguide with the desired thickness, which is detailed next.
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The polystyrene used in our experiments has a molecular weight of 200,000 - 300,000
g/moL The polystyrene is dissolved in chlorobenzene (which turns out to be a good solvent
for polystyrene) for 24 hours. Then the solution is filtered by a 0.2#,m filter in order to
reduce the scattering loss. The waveguide film is spin-coated out of the solution onto the
substrate. The spin-coater has a rotation speed range from 0 - 7000 rpm. In order to obtain
a more uniform film, the rotation speed is usually adjusted in the range of 3000-7000 rpm.
In this situation, the error of the film thickness is typically between 0.02 - 0.04 #,m, as

measured by a DEKTAK profilometer.

The surface roughness measured by TOPO

profilemeter [WYKO Corp.] is about 20 - 30 nm.

The control of the thickness of polymer films is not trivial, because the thickness is
not a simple function of neither the molecular characteristics or the concentration of the
polymer. But, for a given polymer dissolved in a given solvent, it is uniquely determined by
the solution concentration and the rotation speed. Fig. 4.1. shows the thickness of a
polystyrene layer as a function of rotation speed with various solution concentrations
(pS:chlorobenzene 1:9,1:14 in weight) which will cover the thickness range from O.3J,lm to
1.45J,lm. The data in the figure were measured by DEcrAK. The problem of controlling
the thickness precisely is that the initial speed of the spin-coater is quite random. Therefore,
the thickness typically varies within O.OSJ,lJD, even though the same solution at the same
rotation speed is used.
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§4.3 FABRICATION OF PHOTORESIST GRATING

Holographic recording technique
The holographic fabrication of gratings in photoresist has been used and studied for a long
time. Various configurations have been used to simplify the exposure process (Malag[1980],
and Xu et al.[1985]). Several different ways to monitor the development process have been
achieved (Tsang et al.[1974], and Li et al.[l987]). The holographic recording technique that
we have used in this dissertation is detailed in Li's PH.D thesis[1988].
The configuration used for wavefront division interferometry is employed in our
exposure setup illustrated in Fig. 4.2. A helium cadmium laser was chosen as a light source
because its wavelengths (either A = 0.4416 pm or 1 = 0.3250 pm) are right in the absorption
band of the photoresist that makes the photoresist most sensitive, and also because it has a
long coherence length, making equal path lengths of each arm unnecessary. The laser beam
is spatially filtered, expanded and collimated. The mirror and the sample holder are mounted
on a step-motorized rotation stage with the resolution of 0.001 degrees. In such a system, an
interference pattern with a period of A = 1/(2 n sinS) is formed on the sample, where 1 is
the wavelength of the laser source, n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium, and
the angle 8 is shown in Fig. 4.2 With such a system, the minimum period A is limited to

1!2n since IsinS I s1. It is noted that A is proportional to A, that is, the shorter wavelength
should be used to obtain the shorter period. In our experiments, the required grating period
A is between 0.3 and 0.5 JJm, the laser line at 1 = 0.4416 pm is perfect because it is in the
visible region and makes the optical alignment much easier.
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The Shipley positive photoresist 1400-17 is used to make the grating mask. It is
spin-coated onto the substrate. The thickness of the photoresist film depends on the
concentration of the photoresist and the spin coating rate, which is similar to the case of the
polystyrene film descnl>ed in the last section. If a photoresist mask is used for fabricating a
grating with rectangular prome, it will not meet the strict requirement on thickness. For a
photoresist mask used for fabricating blazed grating, the thickness has to be controlled in a
certain range. (This will be detailed later on.)

The photoresist spin-coating and soft-bake

procedure in our experiment follows that descnl>ed in Shipley's catalbg. The photoresist was
diluted with microposit type A thinner to 3:2 (defined as the ratio of the photoresist to
thinner in volume) for rectangular gratings, and the ratio of 2:3 for blazed gratings. The
photoresist film is spin-coated onto the substrate at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds. The final
thickness of the photoresist grating can be very different from its original value after spincoating, the shrinking is dependent on the development time, the temperature and the
concentration of the developer.
After the photoresist is soft-baked, it is ready to be exposed at the exposure setup
descnbed above.

The determination of the exposure time is not

very crucial if the

development is accompanied with monitoring, since a shorter (longer) exposure time can be
compensated by a longer (shorter) development time. The typical exposure time used in our
experiment is 10-20 seconds at the power about 1 mw/cm2• When the exposure is done in
air, the grating period is limited to about 0.23 ~m in theory. In practice this limitation cannot
be reached, because the reflectivity becomes so large when the incident angle is over 700.

However a good photoresist grating can be easily obtained for A greater than 0.3 J.1.m. Fig.
4.3. shows a SEM photo of the photoresist grating with the period A=O.3S~m. If the period
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Fig. 4.3. SEM photo of the photoresist grating with A=0.351£Dl.

Fig. 4.4. SEM photo of the photoresist grating with A=O.2J,&m.
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A is smaller than 0.25 pm, it is advisable to expose in water or other transparent surrouding
medium with the refractive index greater than 1. Fig. 4.4 shows a grating with A = 0.2 pm.
which was exposed in water.
After exposure, the samples are inserted into a container outfitted with a development
holder. Shipley microposit 351 developer was diluted with deionized water to a ratio of 1:2

A HeNe laser operating at 1 = 0.6328 pm is used as a light source to monitor the
development process since the photoresist is not sensitive to that wavelength (that is, the
monitor source does not affect the development process by changing the uniformity of the
grating). In order to ensure the quality of the ion milled grating, the following requirements
for photoresist gratings are needed: (a) The surface of the substrate consists of segments of
photoresist of length d 1 say, separated by segments with no photoresist of length d:z- The ratio
d 1:d2 (Fig. 4.5) is close to unity except for some special designs. (b) The photoresist material
should be completely removed between the photoresist segments. These requirements can
be achieved by monitoring the intensity of the diffracted light during the development In the
experiment the first order diffracted beam, if the grating has more than one diffraction orders,
is usually monitored, because of its larger intensity and hence larger signal to noise ratio. The
development is finished when the intensity begins to decrease from its maximum value. It is
at this intensity that the photoresist has been removed to expose the bare substrate in the
grating grooves. The developed grating is dunked into a water bath to halt development, and
then is dried with dry nitrogen gas.
When the monitoring technique is used, the thickness of the photoresist should be
taken into account in order to make a correct judgement To explain this we first define the
phase difference 4«P r = 2".t nJl for reflected orders and .4«p,=21l't(llp-nd) for transmitted
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z

Fig. 4.5. Aspect ratio and coordinate of photoresist grating.
orders where nd and

n., are the refractive indices of the developer and the photoresist

respectively and t is the thickness of the photoresist film. The nth order diffraction intensity
of the grating oscillates with the phase- thickness. The intensity distributions of diffraction
orders are increasing functions of the phase difference before reaching their first maxima.
The higher the order, the larger the phase difference at the first maximum (Boozel et

~1.

[1968]). If the phase difference is greater than the maximum value, it does not necessarily
imply that the substrate is reached as the intensity turns over.
As a function of the thickness of photoresist the reflected intensity reaches its first
maximum much earlier than the transmitted intensity does. (note for fixed t, AlPt is much less
than A lP r). Consequently the transmitted order is usually chosen to be monitored if the
substrate is transparent. However the reflected orders have to be monitored for some opaque
substrate such as metals, semiconductors, etc. In these cases the thickness should be
considered carefully. If A lPr is over the maximum value of the first order, the higber orders
should be monitored. It is necessary to monitor the higher orders for thick gre.tings ·.rvith
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thickness such that A 'Pr exceeds its value at the first order diffraction maximum. This usually
happens when the period of the grating is large so that a deep photoresist grating (the
absolute depth instead of aspect ratio) is needed to obtain the desired profile in the ion
milled grating. Fortunately in this case the higher orders always exist because of the large
period at 1=0.6328",01.
The thickness of photoresist grating also plays an important role in the final profile
of the ion milled grating. Before discussing the relation between photoresist thickness and the
profile of the ion milled grating, the intensity distnoutions in the resist films will be discussed
briefly.
The intensity distnoution obtained with interferometric exposure is a function of both
x and z (Fig. 4.5) (Johnson et al.[1978])

Because of the reflection at the interface of

photoresist and substrate a standing wave is formed in z direction. The modulation pattern
depends on the value of the surface reflectivity. A lot of attention has been paid to the
reflecting substrate (such as, metals, semiconductors, etc). However, the modulation pattern
occurs even with the dielectric substrate such as glass or fused silica, in which the refractive
index difference between photoresist and sut-strate is small. The reason is that the surface
reflectivity increases with the incident angle. For grating periods that interest us, the incident
angle is in the range of 25-500, making the reflectivity large enough to generate the standing
wave. Fig. 4.6 shows an example of a photoresist grating with a period of 0.45",01. The
substrate is a glass with a reflective index of 1.515; the refractive index of photoresist is 1.67.
The standing wave structure in this photo can be easily obselVed. For most designs the
standing wave structure of the grating relief pattern should be avoided. It is desirable that the
thickness of the film should be less than

1/(2~cos8)

where 8 is the incident angle.
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Fig. 4.6. Standing wave structure in thick photoresist grating.
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To determine the thickness of the film the ion milling process must be considered at
the same time. This will be discussed in detail in the section on the ion milling process. Here
we only give a rough idea. If a rectangular profile in the ion milled grating is needed, a
thicker photoresist film will be recommended to get a straight sidewall. For a symmetrically
triangular profile, the thickness rlepends on the desired depth of the ion milled grating. For
the blazed grating usually a thinner film is recommended especially when the blaze angle is
less than 4d'.
Surface Roughness of Photoresist Grating
The roughness can be seen in every photoresist grating produced by means of holographic
recording techniques. It causes considerablly scattering loss in the waveguide. But not much
attention has been paid to it until now.

Here we try to explain the formation of the

roughness (or ripples), and present the results from several experiments which have been
designed to investigate the formation of roughness. No quantitative analysis will be given in
this section; we only discuss the physical mechanism of the formation of the roughness.
It is known that when almost any material is illuminated with a uniform laser beam,
the material surface may develop spontaneo1lS, and often permanent surface structures or
"ripples" (Siegman et a1.[1986]). Spontaneous surface structures of this type can be produced
using laser beams at many different wavelengths, on a large variety of semiconductor, metal,
dielectric, and more exotic materials. Very similar ripples are also observed in a large variety
of experiments on laser-assisted film growth (Isenor et a1.[1977]), laser etching (Tsukada et
aL[1983]), photodeposition (Osgood et a1.[1982]), and laser materials processing (Jain et
al.[1981». Ripples of this type often appear on surfaces which can support one or another
type of plasmon, polariton, or sUrface-guided wave, and these surface waves then clearly play
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a significant role in the ripple formation. In our case, the photoresist thin-film layer can be
thought of 25 a guiding layer supporting surface waves.
According to present understanding, these ripples appear as a result of the scattering
of light out of the primary laser beam by random irregularities initially present in or on the
illuminated surface. These initial noise irregularities may be random variation... in surface
height, electron density, defect density, or any other optically significant physical property
(Young et a1.[l982]). Interference between anyone individual angular component of this
scattered light and the primary laser beam then produces a sinusoidal intensity variation
falling on the photoresist film. Generally speaking, the scattered light is distn"buted in a 4".
solid angle, but only the components in a narrow range which can be supported by the
waveguide layer, i.e. under resonance, are strong enough to produce the ripple structure.
The rough surface structure produced in developed photoresist gratings is probably
due to the same mechanism. The difference is that in the spontaneously generated ripple
structures, a laser beam of sufficient energy is necessary to produce a nonuniform
temperature distn"bution for the heating and the evaporation processes that will complete the
formation of the surface structure. For the developed photoresist the situation is somewhat
different. There is no spontaneous ripple structure formed in the undeveloped photoresist,
because the intensity of the laser beam for holographic exposure is not strong enough to
produce the nonuniform temperature distn"bution and to generate the spontaneous ripple
structure. But the photoresist is very sensitive to the exposure light, so the total electrical
field distnbution has been recorded in the undeveloped photoresist film. After development,
accompanied with the expected grating pattern, is this rippled structure.
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Several experiments were carried out to explore this phenomenon, which are listed
below:
1. A uniform laser beam (HeCd at 0.4416 Io'm) is incident pn the photoresisL The
ripple structure (Fig. 4.7) appeared after the developmenL
2. The surface roughness of the photoresist grating can be observed in Fig. 4.3. This
grating was exposed in air with an s-polarized incident beam.
3. Fig. 4.8 shows the surface roughness of a grating which was exposed in water. The
two photos look alike, which indicates that the formation of the roughness does not depend
on the refractive index of the surrounding medium. This result is clearly in accord with the
theory.
4. When the laser beam was expanded to different sizes, the period of the roughness
looks essentially the same, which implies that the roughness is not produced by a
nonuniformity in the exposure beam.
AU these agree with the theory qualitatively.

Several other experiments were carried out in an attempt to reduce the surface
roughness. We found that:
1. The surface roughness does not sensitively depend on the softbake temperature and
time.
2. Higher hardbake temperatures and longer hardbake times can improve the surface
roughness to some extent, (not very much), but can not eliminate the surface roughness.
As

&

brief conclusion, the roughness of the photoresist grating generated in

holographic exposure processes is due to the high coherence of the laser beam This is very
difficult to eliminate in gratings generated holographically.
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Fig.4.7. Ripple structure of photoresist layer exposed under uniform laser beam.
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Fig.4.8. Surface roughness of the photoresist grating exposed in water.
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§4.3 GRATING PA:! lE..~

1RA.~SFE..~

AND ION-MILLING PROCESS

The photoresist grating played an important role in the early days to demonstrate the
coupling phenomenon. Its shortcoming is that the photoresist is absorbing in the visible
region and the photoresist grating is easily damaged. Therefore, in many cases a pattern
transfer to the underlying substrate or waveguide is necessary. A number of techniques have
been used to transfer the patterns into the substrate, including chemical etching, plasma
etching and ion beam etching. Chemical etching is not equipment-intensive and has a high
etching rate but poor resolution and rough surfaces. Plasma etching also has a high etching
rate and provides a better resolution, but the surface is still relatively rough. Ion beam
etching is an ideal technique to provide a high resolution and a smooth surface. The
traditional ion beam etching uses energetic ions to bombard the work piece, with their
momentum transferred to the materials. The main problem of this ion beam etching is its low
etch rate ratio (defined as the ratio of the sample and the photoresist) for many materials,
such as glass, fused silica, LiNbO, etc. So making a deep grating in these materials becomes
impossible. In recent years, the reactive ion beam etching (RIBE) has been widely used. In
RIBE the bombardment is assisted by a chemical reaction between the ions and the materials.
By changing the operating gas, a higher etching rate and ratio have been achieved.
The discussion in this chapter is restricted only to reactive ion beam etching(RIBE),
which was the technique used in our experiments.
Reactive ion beam etching involves the bombardment of a surface with a chemically
reactive species extracted from an ion source (Revell et al[l984]). The variety of species
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is chosen such that affinity with the target surface produces predominantly volatile reaction
products, which will increase the etch rate and decrease the redeposition of sputtered
material

The major advantages of RIBE are as follows:
1. the higher resolution, i.e. the ability to reproduce sub-micron Iinewidths;
2. the higher etching rate, higher etch rate ratio ( substrate: photoresist) and selectivity.
3. the good uniformity of etching.
It is known that the etch rate is dependent upon many factors, including species, i.e.
working gas, the material composition, and the angle of incidence, as well as the beam current
and voltage. In order to control the groove prome and increase the repeatability, the ion
milling conditions in our experiment were fixed as follows:
1. Freon 116 (c;F6) was selected as a working gas to obtain the largest etch rate ratio;
2. Fused silica slides were used as substrate;
3. During operation, the beam current was S rnA, the beam voltage was SSO V, and
the working pressure was Sx10·s torr.

In the experiments, a Kaufman ion gun was mounted in a vacuum chamber to provide
the ion beam. The pressure of the chamber without working gas can be pumped as low as
1x10.7 torr. Usually, we start milling when the pressure lower than 1x10.storr. In order to
control the groove prome, the etch rate versus incident ion-beam angle for the photoresist
and the fused silica has to be measured first. The measured data are listed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Etch rates versus incident ion-beam angle

Incident ion-beam

Etch rate of

Etch rate

angle ~

photoresist

of fused silica

(Atmin.)

(A/min.)

0

35

125

10

40

130

20

55

140

30

57

140

40

55

120

50

35

100

60

20

87.5

70

15

80

80

10

70

Even though reactive ion beam etching was used, the etch rate for most of the
materials was still poor. For example, the etch rate for the fused silica under the above
conditions was only 125Atmin at normal incidence. But the etch rate of photoresist was even
lower with the value of 4OA/min, on1y one third of that of fused silica. This makes the etch
rate ratio of reactive ion beam milling more than three times higher than that of Ar+ ion
beam etching, which typically has a value less than 1:1.

This improvement has greatly
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enhanced the capacity of controlling the shapes of gratings. For instance, the maximum blaze
angle was only 35'1 with an Ar+ ion-beam, but it has been increased to tcf with RIBE. With
this high ratio, very deep gratings have been successfully made, which used to be a big
problem in grating fabrication. Fig. 4.9 shows a SEM photo of a reactive ion etched grating
with an aspect ratio (depth:period) as high as 2:1 for a period of 0.6

"m. Thus, the RIBE

provides more fleXJ.bility in design and fabrication of waveguide grating couplers, especially
efficient input coupler.
The control of the groove profile is a very complicated problem, and is influenced by
numerous factors, such as the profile of photoresist gratings, the nature of the substrate
materials, the energy carried by the ion particles, the incident angle of the ion beam, the ionmilling time, etc. For more precise control, the computer simulation is required, which has
been investigated by Rangelow[1983]. In computer simulation, an appropriate simulation
model should be developed corresponding to the experimental situation and the milling
materials. In this chapter, we will only provide some qualitative discussion and descn"be how
to make the grating with the desired groove profile by means of an ion-milling procedure.
We first discuss the fabrication of rectangular gratings, because this is relatively simple,
compared with blazed gratings. The crux of making rectangular gratings is the thickness of
the photoresist grating, which must be such that the residual photoresist still covers the top
part of the square when the ion milling is finished. In this case, the ion milled grating will
have a straight side wall and a smooth top surface after the photoresist is totally removed.
In this experiment, the measured etch rate ratio of substrate and photoresist is 3:1, so the
photoresist grating must be thicker than one third of the depth of the ion-milled grating in
order to make the groove profile rectangular. If this requirement is satisfied, the depth of
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Fig. 4.9. SEM photo of a deep submicron grating in fused silica substrate.
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Fig. 4.10. SEM photo of a grating with a rectangular groove profile.
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the milled grating will be independent of the thickness of the photoresist grating and uniquely
determined by the ion-milling time. Usually a thicker photoresist grating is advisable, because
the photoresist grating itself does not have a perfect rectangular shape. The rule of thumb
is that the photoresist grating is as thick as the designed grating. For example, the depth of
a designed rectangular grating was 0.12 p.m. According to this requirement, we prepared a
photoresist grating with the same thickness of 0.12J.un. This sample was mounted in the
vacuum chamber with its position being normal to the ion beam and ready to be milled. The
corresponding etch rate (listed in Table 4.1.) for the substrate was measured as 125A1min,
indicating that the ion-milling time should be 10 minutes. The groove profile of the milled
grating is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. From this figure, a rectangular grating with a depth of
0.12p.m has been obtained. The roughness appearing at side wall was transferred from the
roughness of the photoresist grating discussed in last section.
In the fabrication of blazed gratings, the desired blaze angle is obtained by tilting

the substrate with respect to the ion beam. The tilted angle is the same as the desired blaze
angle due to the fact that the reactive ion milling provides a fairly straight side wall. The
triangular groove profile was controlled by the depth of the photoresist grating. Therefore,
the thickness of the photoresist grating has to be estimated and fabricated accurately. The
desirable depth is such that the photoresist is just milled off when the ion-milling is finished,
which is mainly determined by the required blaze angle and the grating period. The rule of
thumb for the estimation is that the thickness t, is about Atan6.,13, and no more than
Atan8.,fl, where A is the grating period and Bt, is the blaze angle. In the fabrication of the
blazed grating designed for high efficiency input coupling in last chapter, the photoresist
grating was made with a period of O.3Sp.m and a thickness of 0.1Sp.m, to yield the desired
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Fig. 4.11. SEM photo of a blazed grating.
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(a) Ion-milling time is too short.

(b) Ion-milling time is too long.
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(c) Photoresist grating is tee thin
Fig.4.12 SEM photo of defective blazed gratings due to improper fabrication process.
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blaze angle of ScP. The well prepared sample was mounted in the vacuum chamber with a
tilt angle of sOO, and was ion milled for 40 minutes. A SEM photo of this grating (see Fig.
4.11) shows that a triangular grating with a blaze angle of scP

has been successfully

fabricated, which is the fundamental step for the accomplishment of a high efficiency input
grating coupler. Several other SEM photos shown in Fig. 4.12 (a-c) correspond to the
following cases: (a) the ion milling time is too short; (b) the ion milling time is too long; (c)
the photoresist grating is too thin.
Following the ion milling, the residual photoresist must be removed from the sample.
In our experiment, this step was realized by soaking the sample in acetone accompanied by

ultrasonic cleaning for 60 min. The cleaned sample was then spincoated with the polystyrene
film with the desired thickness, ready for testing.

§4.S. SUMMARY

The whole procedure of fabricating waveguide gratings has been discussed in this
chapter, including planar waveguide, photoresist grating, and the grating pattern transfer.
For the fabrication of planar waveguide, the discussion was limited to spin-coating
procedures only, and the emphasis was on controlling film thickness. The film thickness as
a function of spin rate has been presented for various solution viscosities.

In the section on grating pattern transfer, we have descnOed the reactive ion beam
etching, its advantages and operating procedures, as well as the relation between the groove
profile of the ion-mmed grating, the thickness of photoresist grating, and the ion-milling time.

The waveguide grating designed in last chapter for high input coupling efficiency has been
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successfully fabricated and is ready to be characterized experimentally. Note that all these
discussions are only appropriate to our experimental processes. For other processes, such as
different milling materials, different working gas, etc., the etch rate for each material has to
be remeasured.

In the section on the fabrication of photoresist gratings, the normal holographic

recording technique was descnbed firsL Then the mechanism producing surface roughness
and several related experiments were presented. This topic, to author's knowledge, has not
appeared in the literature. The author would like to share this idea with readers. Though
it is not the main part of this dissertation, it is surprising that no quantitative analysis has been
done on it to date.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS OF THE THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

§S.t. INTRODUCI'lON

In the preceding chapters, we have discussed the theory, design and fabrication of
waveguide grating couplers. In this chapter, three specific experiments are designed to test
theoretical predictions and to demonstrate a high efficiency input coupler.
Before each experiment is addressed, the waveguide geometric parameters must be
determined in order to compare the experimental data with theories. The parameters to be
determined for these experiments include the refractive indices of waveguide materials, the
thickness of the waveguide film, and the period and profile of gratings. The measure:nent
procedures are detailed in §S.2.
Following these measurements, three experiments are descnbed in §S.3, §S.4 and §S.5.
In §S.3 we demonstrate high efficiency input coupling into a polystyrene thin film waveguide
employing a blazed grating. The optimization is realized by varying the film thickness and
the blaze angle. §S.4 descnbes the measurement of the variation of input coupling efficiency
with incident angle detuning. In §S.S the characteristics of the out-coupled beam at oblique
incidence is investigated.
The waveguide preparation, experimental setup, measurement procedures and results

are detailed for each experiment. The measured data are compared to the theoretical
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predictions that are calculated by the perturbation transmission line theory and the coupled
mode equations.

§5.2. CHARACI'ERlZATION OF GRATING WAVEGUIDE

Before addressing the three experiments, the waveguide grating parameters should be
characterized in order to attain the designed coupling efficiency and to test the theoretical
model. The geometric parameters that need to be cahorated are: refractive indices of the
waveguide film and the substrate, the film thickness and the grating profile and period.
Among these parameters, the refractive index of the substrate (it is fused silica in our case)
can be found accurately as 1.457 at 1

= 0.6328 /Jm from product catalog. The desired grating

profile was obtained by properly controlling the photoresist mask and ion-milling procedure,
which has been detailed in Chapter 4. The final test of the grating profile is realized using
a scanning electron microscope. The grating period was well defined using our holographic
exposure setup controlled by the digital rotation stage with 0.001° accuracy. It is doubly
checked by measuring in a first order Uttrow mount (The Littrow mount is defined as the
angle of incidence such that the angle of the negative first order in reflection is exactly the
same as the incident angle.) The error is usually less than 0.1% that is limited by the
accuracy of mechanical devices, such as holder, mirror, etc. The main parameters to be
cahorated in this section are the refractive index Dc and the thickness t, of the film.
The film parameters Dc and t, can be derived from measurement of coupling angles
for several guided modes. In order to obtain an accurate measurement, the period of the
grating coupler was precisely determined by measuring in the first order Uttrow mount The
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sample to be measured in this experiment is polystyrene waveguide. A pair of gratings were
fabricated in a single fused silica substrate. One of them seiVed as an input coupler, the
other as an output coupler. A polystyrene film guiding layer was spincoated onto the fused
silica substrate, with gratings located at the film/substrate interface.
A schematic of the system used to measure the coupling angle and the grating period
is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Light from linearly polarized laser is passed through a beam splitter

and a pinhole, and then is incident on the sample. The light spot was centered at the edge
of the input coupler. The sample was mounted on a small rotation stage used for coarse
adjustment. This rotation stage was mounted on three linear translation stages used to
optimize the input coupling efficiency.

All these were, in tum, mounted to a precise,

computerized rotation stage having an angular step size of 0.001°.
The calibration begins with the initialization to determine the normal position of the
sample. When light is incident on the sample, some percentage of light is reflected at the
surface of the sample. H the sample is perpendicular to the incident beam, the reflected light
beam will return back through the pinhole, and then be reflected to photodiode detector 1
by the beam splitter (see Fig. 5.1). The signal from the detector was fed into a lock-in
amplifier to amplify the signals to the desired level (to satisfy the requirement of computer
input) and to decrease the noise. The amplified signal is then sent to the computer through
an A-D converter. In the experiment, the sample is first rotated close to the normal position
by means of the small rotation stage so that the reflected beam returns through the pinhole.
We then detune the sample a little off the normal position. Then the computerized rotation
stage scans the sample uniformly through the normal position, and the data (intensity) is
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lock-in

1-~-----1

Computer

8

1

1. Chopper; 2. Beam splitter;

3. Pinhole

4. Small rotation stage; 5. linear translation stage;
6. Computerized rotation stage;

7.Fiber bundle:

8. Detector 1; 9. Detector 2

Fig. 5.1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for cabbrating film parameters.
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dumped by the computer at each step. The normal position is determined by the angle where
the signal is maximum.
Following the initialization. the grating period was measured. The sample was rotated
until the negative first order beam in reflection back through the pinhole, i.e. the Littrow
mount position. The period A was obtained by
A-

where

},
2l1sine'

(5.1)

e is the measured angle, n is the refractive index of the surrounding medium (air).

Since the grating period was short (only about O.3",m), an Ar+ laser at 1. =0.5145 ",m was
used as the light source. The measured angle

e was 59.13°, and the grating period A was

0.2997 ",m. Compared with the designed value A=0.3",m, the manufacturing error is only
0.1%.
After the determination of the period, we measure the film parameters. In this
experiment, since the wavelength used for cahbrating the film parameters was different from
that used to measure the period, the system has to be reinitialized. It should be mentioned
that, before the initialization, the sample was positioned such that light was launched into the
waveguide mode observed as a streak in the waveguide. We then adjust the rotation stage
and linear translation stages until the light coupled out of the output coupler was maximized.

A linearly polarized HeNe laser at }, =0.632B",m was used as light source. The initialization
procedure is exactly the same as descn"bed above. In order to increase the accuracy of
measurement, a thick film. was spin-coated to support 5 guided modes at }, =O.6328",m. After
the system has been initialized, the computerized rotatior· stage is scanned continuously
passing through all modal coupling angles.

The out-coupled light was transferred to
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photodiode detector 2 (see Fig. 5.1) using a fiber that was mounted on the computerized
rotation stage. The signal from detector 2 vraS sent to a lock-in. amplifier, and then dumped
by the computer through the A-D convertor, which is the same as in the initialization. The
measured coupling angles for different TE modes are listed in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Coupling angles (1E modes)

coupling angle

mode number

TEo

-32212

'rEt

-33.174

1'E:z

-34.795

~

-37.093

m.

-40.001

e C'>

From these coupling angles, the film parameters nf and t, are able to be calculated.
It is known that I1f, 1, and e are related by the dispersion equation: (Tamir et a1.[1979])

b'!pB-t.-. e - vn

(5.2)
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where t/JI and fPc are the phase shifts descn"bed in Chapter 2
A least square fit was used to obtain the parameters nr and it from measured coupling
angles. It is known that for a given n, and
Our goal here is to find

Df

and it such that

2

X

is minimized. Where

tr the angle e can be calculated from Eq. (5.2).

e"calc

.-

-

1: (e~ - e:-f
,,-0

(5.3)

is the value calculated from Eq. (5.2),

e"mcu

is the measured

value listed in Table 4.1, and v is the mode number. A computer source code based on the
least square fit was used to find the nr and
program are nr= 1.583 and

it=2362~m.

tr that minimize X2• The final results from this

This measured thickness is in excellent agreement

with that measured by our DEKTAK. as 236p.m.

Table 5.2: Coupling angles (TM mode)

II
I

mode number

coupling angle

TMo

-31.926

1M!

-32967

1M2

-34.682

1M3

-37.113

TId"

-40.118
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The film parameters for TM mode were also measured using the same procedure.
The measured coupling angles are presented in Table 5.2 The film parameters calculated
by least square fit were 0,=1587 and tr=2.3S6I'Dl. Compared to the refractive index of 1583

for TE guided mode, a small birefringence was found for the spincoated polystyrene film.

§S.3 INPUT AND OUTPUT COUPLING EFFICIENCY MEASUREMENTS

The use of a dielectric grating as an input coupler was first demonstrated by Dakss
et al.[1970]. The main disadvantage of an ordinary grating coupler is that a substantial
portion of the incident energy is often transmitted through the film and then lost into the
substrate because, unlike the prism coupler, an ordinary grating does not operate in the total
reflection regime. Nevertheless, in 1973 Dalgoutte reported that an input coupling efficiency
of 70% was realized with an symmetric grating and an additional prism. However, this prism
destroys the pure planar geometry, which is the main advantage of grating couplers. Later
on, a great effort has been made to improve the performance of grating couplers in pure
planar geometry. The highest input coupling efficiency of surface relief gratings achieved to
date is only 40 - 50% (Moshrefzadeh et a1.[1987]).
In 1974, Peng and Tamir have showed that the output coupling efficiency of the

blazed grating can be nearly 100% if the grating thickness and its blaze angle are suitably
designed. The demonstration of this idea has been reported by Aoyagi et al. [1976] with the
output coupling efficiency of 97% in polymer waveguide. This demonstrated that grating
couplers could be operated in the total reflection regime. In this section, we demonstrate a
high efficiency input grating coupler realized with a reactively ion-milled blazed grating in
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polystyrene waveguide. The maximum input coupling efficiency is over 70%, which is as high
as Dalgoutte's, but with a pure planar structure. The experimental setup, the measurement
procedure ard the result are detailed in following

~aragraphs.

EJq>erimental Setup
The experimental setup used to measure the input and output coupling efficiencies
is illustrated in Fig. S.2. A linearly polarized He-Ne laser at l. = 0.6328 I'm was selected as

the laser source, because of its good mode quality and narrow spectral band. A pair of blazed
gratings were fabricated in a single fused silica substrate. The polystyrene thin film, serving
as the guiding layer, was spin-roated onto a fused silica substrate, which located the blazed
gratings at tilm/substrate interface. The sample was mounted on a rotation stage to vary the
angle of incidence 0i' The rotation stage, in tum, was mounted on three linear translation
stages used to optimize the input coupling efficiency. A digital laser power meter was used
to detect the intensity strength of incident beam, reflected beam, transmitted beam, etc.
Measurement Procedure
The purpose of this experiment is to characterize the blazed-grating coupler at normal
incidence and to optimize the input coupling efficiency. To do this, we measured the input
and output coupling efficiency with various film thicknesses. We also measured the input and
output coupling efficiency with various blaze angles. The film thickness is controlled by the
rotation speed of the spincoater and the viscosity of the polystyrene solution; the blaze angle
was controlled by the thickness of the photoresist grating and the ion-milling process, which
was detailed in Chapter 4.
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.3 linear translation stages

Fig. 5.2 Schematic diagram for measuring input and output
coupling efficiency.
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The first measurement is the input and output coupling efficiency versus film
thickDess. The ind.:vidual data points, i.e. the individual film thicknesses, are collected using
the following procedures:
1. The linearly polarized He-Ne laser was adjusted such that the incident beam is 1E
polarized. The light beam illuminated the edge of one of the gratings (see Fig. 5.2). The
sample on the rotation stage was rotated until light is launched into a guided mode, which can
be recognized by viewing a streak in the waveguide due to scattering. (If it is a multimode
waveguide, we must be sure that the light is launched into the desired mode.) We then
adjusted the translation stages and the rotation stage to optimize the input coupling efficiency.
The maximum in-coupling was detected by monitoring the power of one of out-coupled
beams. In principle, the out-coupled beam in either cover medium or substrate medium can
be monitored because the branching ratio is constant for a fixed waveguide structure. Since
the branching ratio of blazed gratings is so high, the out-coupled beam with the stronger
intensity should be monitored to obtain higher signal to noise ratio.
2 The input coupJing efficiency 11 was evaluated from power conservation at the input
grating. With reference to Fig. 5.2:

11-

P",-P,-P,
p
•

(5.4)

",

where transmitted (PJ and reflected powers (Pr) were measured at the optimum in-coupJing
position. diffused scattering being ignored.
3. The output ooupJing efficiency, i.e. the branching ratio 11"'10 was evaluated as
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(S.5)

with P _Ie and P _I' the powers out-coupled into the cover medium and into the substrate,
respectively.
Results and Discussions
In the experiment, we first optimized the input coupling efficiency by varying the film

thickness. The grating configuration used here was designed in Chapter 3 with parameters:

Dc:

1.0

Ilt:

l.5SS

0.:

1.4S7

it:

0.6 tJm

1:

0.6328tJm

A:

033 tJm

Blaze angle:

SO degrees.

The data was collected in the manner descnbed above at each individual point, i.e.
at each film thickness. A summs..'Y of the results is presented in Table 5.3. Since the
measured

'10111

is affected by the reflection at the substrate/air interface, its effective values

have to be derived taking into account the Fresnel reflectivity. and are listed in the last
column. In order to compare experimental results with theoretical prediction, we also plot
the input and output coupling efficiency versus film thickness in Fig. S.3 (a) and (b). The
solid lines in the figures represent the theoretical calculation, and asteri.sk (.) represents the
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experimental data. It is observed that the input coupling efficiency varies obviously with the
film thickness, but the branching ratio is almost constant These figures also show a good

agreement between the experimental data and the theoretical prediction modeled by
transmission line theoIY.

Table 5.3: grating coupler evaluation
with various film thicknesses

film

f1iA(%)

thickness(J£m)

f1OU\(%)

f1OU\(%)

(measured)

(effective)

0.38

57.7

90.2

93.4

0.48

59.1

90.5

93.4

0.52

61.7

92

95.3

0.65

703

933

96.7

0.82

69.6

92.7

96.0

0.92

63.4

92.2

95.5

The second set of data is obtained for various couplers with different blaze angles at
the fixed film thickness of 0.55 I'm. A summ8IY of these results is presented in Table 5.4.
In agreement with our design, the grating with a

5ri blaze angle exhibited the largest

coupling efficiencies, both at the input and at the output It is also noted from the table that
the maximum input coupling efficiency of 75% occurs at a blaze angle of 500 with branching
ratio close to 98.5%, which is the highest we have obtained. Therefore, it is worthwhile to
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do a little further study on this. At. we know, the input coupling efficiency is the product of
the branching ratio and the overlap integral. The high input coupling efficiency !:i1plies a
good match between the beam size and the leakage factar. To verify this, the coupling
distance Ic was measured by imaging the streak of the out-coupled light (PO'alc or Poatl ) with
a coherent fiber bundle (Himel[l986]) and evaluating the exponential constant in the
expression P, = PcO exp(-2x/1c), with P&0 the guided-wave power at the beginning of the output
grating, and x along the propagation direction. Fig. 5.4 shows the experimental measurement
of the intensity (log) versus the propagation distance. The measured coupling distance was
about 0.86 mm, close to the theoretical optimum of = 0.74 mm for a 0.5 mm incident beam
waist at an incident angle

=lSO.
Table 5.4: grating coupler evaluation
with various blaze angles

"h (%)

Blaze angle
(0)

(%)
(measured)

(%)
(effective)

"0111

'701lt

40

65

81

86

45

68

81

86

SO

75

93

98.S

70

90

95

66

87

92

55
60

.
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§5.4IN-COUPLING EFFICIENCY VARIATION WITH INCIDENT ANGLEDETUNING

In this section the experimental investigation of the in-coupling efficien<;y variation
with the incident angle is presented. The purpose of this experiment is to test our theoretical
modeling that was addressed in §24. The grating waveguide used here is the same as one
used for the cah1>ration. The eXperimental setup and procedure are also the same as that
described in §5.2
Light from a linearly polarized HeNe laser at 1.=0.6328JJm was launched into TE
guided modes. As mentioned above, the configuration of this waveguided can support 5 TE
modes at 1.=0.6328JJm; there are 5 input TE coupling angles for this waveguide. Mer the
system was initialized, the computerized rotation stage was scanning through the 5 input
coupling angles. The data was carefully collected in the vacinity of each input coupling angle,
with the angular resolution of 0.001°. The experimental results of input coupling efficiency
versus incident angle detuning for each mode are plotted in Fig. 5.5 (a'-e'), and corresponding
theoretical results, using the waveguide grating parameters:
nc:

1.0

lit:

1.583

n.:

1.457

1,:

236JJm

tr;.

0.15JJm

1:

0.6328JJm

A:

O.2997JJm,
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are illustrated in Fig. 5.5 (a-e). The experimental and the theoretical angular half widths of
the input coupling efficiency, measured from Fig. 55 (a-e) and (a'-e'), are presented in the
Table 5.5, where mode numbers are listed in the first column, measured values in the second
column, and theoretical values in the third column. The parameters used for theoretical
calculation are also listed in column 4-6 of Table 5.5, where the effective refractive index Ny
of the waveguide is in column 4, the coupling length

Ie in column 5, and the incident beam

offset x" in column 6.

Table 5.5 Angular half width of in-coupling efficiency
y

A811lcu(,,)

A 8c:ala(")

N"

Ic(mm)

TEo

0.042

0.039

1.5784

23.0

'rEt

0.042

0.040

1.5643

5.5

0.48

~

0.047

0.044

1.5408

21

0.45

~

0.055

0.05

1.5083

0.95

0.35

TE..

0.072

0.064

1.4686

0.5

0.25

x,,(mm)
0.5

It is obselVed that the experimental result is in good agreement with the theoretical modeling.
It is also noticed that the measured angular half width is slight larger than the calculated one,
which is probably caused by following reasons:
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1. The coupling distances listed above are obtained from the theoretical calculation,
they are somewhat different from real values in the experiment;
2 The beam waist is not exactly located at the grating coupler.

§5.5 GUIDED-RADIATED MODE COUPLING AT OBUQUE INCIDENCE

In chapter 2, we discussed the analysis of guided to radiated mode coupling at oblique
incidence. No experimental study has previously been presented to test the theoretical
predictions. The purpose of this experiment is to characterize the properties of the radiated
wave and to test the theoretical predictions.
Experimental Design
It is known that the out-ooupling at oblique incidence is much more complicated than
that at normal incidence because 1E and 1M components of the out-ooupled wave are no
longer independent. Therefore, more parameters have to be measured to completely describe
the radiated beam at oblique incidence. The parameters to be measured include branching
ratios, mode-ooupling and mode-oonversion efficiencies, and the polarization state of the outcoupled waves for both 1E and 1M mode excitations. Each measurement will be discussed
in the following paragraphs. Note that the discussion below is only correct for such a grating
period that permits only the -1 diffraction orders.

In this experiment, the first parameter to be measured is the branching ratios, which
is defined as the power radiated to the substrate to the power in the waveguide. For the case

where there exists only negative first order diffraction, the power in the waveguide is
evaluated as p.+Peo where p. and Pc are the outcoupled powers into the substrate and the
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cover medium (air), respectively. The branching ratio (to the substrate) is obtained as

PJ(P.+PJ.
The second quantity to be measured is the polarization state of out-coupled beam.
Two parameters are needed to characterize the polarization state. One is the ratio of the
lengths of the axes of the polarization ellipse, i.e. the minor axes to the major axes; another
is the azimuthal direction of the major axes.
The third task is the measurement of the mode-coupliog and the mode-conversion
coefficients. The experimental results are presented here as the normalized mode-coupliog
coefficients Ccp'c and the mode-conversion coefficient Cev'c (similar to the ratio of the
radiated

powers

of the

two polarizations

in Shiau's

dissertation

[1983]),

i.e.

PTEl,c/(PTEl,c+PTM' , and PTMI,C/(PTEl,c+PTMI" for both TE and 1M excitations, for the case
where there exists only the negative first diffraction order.
Waveguide Preparation
A pair of blazed gratings was fabricated in a single fused silica substrate using the
holographic exposure and reactive ion milling procedures detailed in the previous chapter.
One graitng was used as an input coupler; the other as an output coupler. Each grating had
a period of A = 0.33 I'm so that the radiated beams can be coupled out of the waveguide
only to the negative first diffraction order. In other words, there exist only two outcoupled
beams, one is coupled into the cover medium (air), the other is coupled into the su,?strate.

(Note that this condition not only provides an efficient coupling but also simplifies the
experimental procedure and the data analysis.) The blaze angle of each grating was designed

as 50 degrees to pro-vide a high branching ratio. The direction of the blaze angle was such
that the most of the energy is radiated to the substrate medium. The grooves of the two
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gratings were parallel. and the distance between them was 1 em. The size of the gratings was
designed such that it was sufficiently long to coupie all of the field out of waveguide and
sufficiently wide to guarantee that the oblique angle could reach the critical angle (which was
defined in chapter 2). A polystyrene film was spincoated onto the fused silica substrate with
gratings located at the 6lmIsubstrate interface. The refractive indices of the waveguide were:
nr

= 1.585, n. = 1.457, and I1c = 1.0.

As we mentioned ill ;5.2, the spiuooated polystyrene

film has a small birefringence; the n, used here is the average of nlE and nl'M. The film

thickness was 0.5 IJm, measured with our Dektak.
Measurement procedure
The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 5.6. The waveguide was mounted on a
holder which was centered at the cross-section of the axes of two rotation stages to provide
two rotational degrees of freedom for the incident angle (8,cf» (see Fig. 2.13). These two
rotation stages were mounted on an X-Y-Z linear translation stage for maximizing the input
coupling efficiency at any oblique angle. A linearly polarized HeNe laser at 1 = 0.6328 p.m
was used as the light source.

The direction of the incident beam was fixed (in Lab

coordinate) throughout the experiment.

Th~

desired oblique angle in the waveguide was

achieved by adjusting the angles of the two rotation stages. A laser power meter and a
polarizer were used to measure the branching ratio, the ratio of the TE and TM components,
the ratio of the polarization ellipse axes, and the direction of the major axis.
In this experiment, the data to be measured at each individual point, ie. at each
oblique angle, are in following order:
1. Branching ratio (f1o.j
The branching ratio in this dissertation is defined as
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Fig. 5.6. Experimental setup for measuring the characteristics of grating couplers
at oblique incidence.
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(5.6)
where Po represents the power in the incident guided wave, pa.c the radiated powers,
superscript s or c indicate the substrate or the cover medium respectively.

In the experiment, the power radiated into the substrate side and the power radiated
into the cover side were detected separately by a laser power meter. The power of the
incident guided wave is obtained indirectly from the summation of the powers radiated into
the substrate and the cover medium, where we have assumed that all the power was coupled
out of the waveguide and the scattering loss does not change the branching ratio.
2 Polarization state of the radiated beam
To completely descnbe the poladzation property, two measurements are needed -the ratio of axes of the polarization ellipse (RAPE), ie. the ratio of the lengths of the minor
axes to the major axes, and the direction of the major (or minor) axis. These parameters are
measured by a laser power meter and a polarizer which is inserted in front of the laser power
meter. During the measurement, the polarizer was rotated continuously until the maximum
and the minimum powers were detected; meanwhile, the direction of the major axes was
recorded.
3. Mode-coupJing and mode-conversion coefficients
The normalized mode-coupJing coefficient, Cc:p> and the mode-conversion coefficient,
C_ can also be measured by a laser power meter and a polarizer.

The key of this

measurement is to correctly determine the polarization direction of TE and TM components
at each oblique angIe. The directions of the TE and the TM components are defined as
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(5.7)

(5.8)

Fortunately, in our experimental system the k vector of the incident beam and that of the outcoupled beam are parallel to each other at any oblique angle (because the two gratings have
the same period and are parallel to each other), and the normal of the planar waveguide
always lies in a plane which is parallel to the plane of the experimental table. As a result, 1E
component is always perpendicular to the table plane, and 1M component is orthogonal to
1E componenL During the experiment, we first adjust the polarizer normal to the radiated
wave, then rotate the axes of the polarizer perpendicular to the table plane to record the
power ofTE component (Pm'') using the laser power meter; similarly, we rotate the axes of
the polarizer parallel to the table plane to record the power of the 1M component (PTMI,').

Ccp and Cev are obtained directly from these two measurements.
So far, we have descn1>ed all measurement procedures. During the experiment, all
of them will be repeated at each oblique angle for both 1E and 1M excitations.
Results and Discussions

In this section, we shall illustrate our experimental results of out-coupling
characteristics and compare them with the theoretical calculations (modeled by perturbation
transmission line theory). We shall also provide a brief discussion and conclusion to each

measurement. Two points shouid be noted here: (1). Our grating was designed so that most
of the energy in the waveguide is radiated to the substrate medium. Therefore we only
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present the data measured from the substrate side; (2). Because our measurements were
performed at the substrate side, similar to the measurement of branching ratio at normal
incidence, the Fresnel reflection at substrate/air interface has to be taken into account in
order to compare experimental results to theoretical calculation.
In all the following figures, asterisks (.) represent the measured data and the solid

lines the theoretical calculation.
Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b) show the branching ratio versus oblique angle for TE and 'I'M
mode excitations, respectively. The experimental results are in excellent agreement with the
theoretical calculation. A very noteworthy feature is that the branching ratio is very high
(over 90%) in almost all oblique angles, and it only drops a little bit when the oblique angle
is close to the critical angle (cut-off angle). This feature is very useful in applications, such
as focusing grating couplers, etc. It is also noted that the branching ratio is very high for both
TE-mode excitation and 1M-mode excitation.
As we mentioned before, the description of the polarization state of the out-coupled

beam needs two measurements, one is the ratio of axes of the polarization ellipse, the other
the direction of the major axis. For TE mode excitation, the outcoupled beam is almost
linearly polarized, that is, the ratio of axes of the polarization ellipse is very close to zero for
all oblique angles, (so we did not plot a curve for it). The direction of the major axis changes

rapidly with oblique angle (Fig. 5.8 (a».

For 'I'M mode excitation, the ratio of the

polarization ellipse varies with oblique angle, but not very much; the maximum ratio is less
than 15% (Fig. 5.9), while the direction of the major axis changes slightly (Fig. 5.8 (b».
These effects will be explained later, after the mode-coupling and mcde-COIl"Jersion
coefficients are obtained.
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The normalized mode-coupling coefficient Ccp and mode-conversion coefficient C""
for TE and TM excitations are illustrated in Fig. 5.10 (a) and (b), respectively. (Note:
Because the normalized coupling and conversion coefficients are used, Ccp +Ccv is always equal
to unity, we only plot mode-coupling coefficient) For the case of TE-mode excitation, the
mode-coupling coefficient decreases continuously with the oblique angle. As a result, most
of the energy in the 1E guided wave is converted to TM mode in the radiated wave at large
oblique angles. For the TM mode excitation, the situation is quite different. The modecoupling effect is strong and the mode-conversion effect is weak for aU oblique angles.
Therefore, the radiated wave is dominated by the TM polarization component.

The

theoretical results illustrated in Fig. 5.10 are obtained from a-cp:l(arnl+aTM")' which is based
on the fact that the outcoupled power of each component is proportional to its leakage factor
as derived in Eq.(2.S.13)

It is useful to relate the property of polarization with the mode-coupling and the

mode-conversion phenomenon. It is noted from Fig. 5.9 that the variation of the direction
of the major axes for 1E mode excitation is much larger than that for TM mode excitation,
but RAPE for TE mode excitation is smaller than that for TM mode excitation. At first view,
this result seems self-contradictory. That is because so far the phase difference between 1E

and TM components has not l>een taken into account It is known that to completely
descnbe the polarization state, the ratio of the amplitudes of any two orthogonal fields lying
in a plane perpendicular to me wave vector, as well as the phase difference between them,
are needed. In Chapter 2, the calculated phase difference versus oblique angle for both 1E
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and 1M mode excitations were plotted in Fig. 222 (a) and (b). respectively. From these two
figures, the behavior of the radiated wave can be easily explained as follows. For TE mode
excitation, the phase difference between two components is very smaIl in most of the range
of oblique angle (except for the very smaIl range nearby the critical angle

~J.

which implies

that the radiated wave is almost linearly polarized. The mode-conversion coefficient increases
with increasing oblique angle, that is, more and more energy is converted from TE to TM.
As a result, the direction of the major axis rotates from TE to TM. In contrast to TE mode

excitation, the mode-conversion effect of the TM mode excitation is trivial, but the phase
difference changes continuously between 50 and 90 degrees over the range of oblique angles,
which leads to a small change in direction, but a larger ratio of the polarization ellipse axes.

In order to determine how the polarization state of the radiated wave depends on

grating profile (symmetric or asymmetric) and grating location (at film-substrate or air-film
interface), the measured direction of the major axis for TE and TM excitations and the
measured RAPE for a rectangular grating located at air-film interface are also provided in
Fig. 5.11 (a-d) to Fig. 5.12 (a-b), accompanied by theoretical curves based on the transmission
line theory. The experimental data shown in the figures are obtained from measurement
made by LLi and author [1990], and the 7059 glass waveguide used in the experiment was
made at the Kodak company with grating parameters:

Dc:

1.0

nc:

1.532

0.:

1.46

tr:

O.46~m
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tc=

0.05pm

1:

O.6328pm

A:.

0384pm.

The gratings with a rectangular profiJe were located at the air/fiJm interface. It is noted from
the figures that RAPE for 1E mode excitation is still very small, but that for TM mode
excitation is vel}' large (as large as 0.7 in power). It is also noted that the directions of the
major axes for both TE and 1M excitations varied rapidly with the oblique angle. This
phenomenon can be easily predicted by the transmission line theory.

The theoretical

calculation shows that the mode conversion effects for both TE and TM excitation are strong
(Fig. 215), but the phase difference for TE mode excitation is much smaller than that for 1M
mode excitation (Fig. 2.16). As a result, a large RAPE is only observed in the case of 1M
mode excitation. The theoretical calculation also shows that the different performance of the
two waveguide gratings is mainly caused by the grating location (at air/fiJrn or filmIsubstrate
interface) instead of the shape of the grating and the material property of the waveguide,
which was detailed in Chapter 2.
A few interesting properties have been found from experimental results, which are in
agreement with the theoretical prediction:
For the blazed grating waveguide, the branching ratio is high and almost constant for
all oblique angles, which is true for both 'IE-mode and TM-mode excitation.

For the polystyrene waveguide, the mode-conversion effect for 'IE-mode excitation
is much stronger than that for TM-mode excitation. While for the 7059 glass waveguide, the

mode conversion effect for both 1E and 1M excitations are very strong. In the case of 1M
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mode excitation the variation of the direction of the major axis for 7059 glass waveguide is
much larger than that for the polystyrene waveguide.
For the case of TE mode excitation, the radiated wave is almost linearly polarized and
the phase difference between TE and TM components is small. For the case of TM mode
excitation, the radiated wave is more elliptically polarized and the phase difference is much
larger. This, in general, holds for both polystyrene waveguide and 7059 glass waveguide. But
RAPE of 7059 glass waveguide is much larger than for the polystyrene waveguide.
To conclude, the characteristics of the radiated wave at oblique incidence have been
investigated experimentally.

The comparison of experimental results and theoretical

calculations is also provided. The experimental results, in general, are in good agreement
with theoretical modeling - transmission line theory. It is found that better agreement was
obtained for 7059 glass waveguide. There are a couple of possible explanations for the
discrepancy between the theory and the data. In our theoretical treatment, the birefringence
of the polystyrene film was not taken into account.

Another consideration is the

nonuniformity and the density fluctuations in the polystyrene film due to the spincoating
process.

§5.6. CONCLUSION

Three specific experiments and waveguide grating cah"bration procedure were detailed
in this chapter.
A high efficiency input coupler has been achieved by means of a blazed grating in
polystyrene waveguide. The coupling efficiency was successfully optimized by varying the film
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thickness and the blaze angle. The experimental results demonstrate that the perturbation
transmission line meoxy is an exceUent model for dealing with waveguide grating couplers, not
only for shallow gratings, but also for deeper gratings.
The variation of

in~upling

efficiency with the incident angle detuning was also

measured. The experimental results are in good agreement with the theoretical calculation
based on coupled mode equations. The narrow half width of the incident angles implies that
a highly collimated beam is necessary to obtain efficient coupling.
The characteristics of an

out~upled

beam at oblique incidence were also

investigated. The predicted properties of th~ branching ratio, polarization, mode coupling and
mode conversion were experimentally verified. The measurements show that the radiated
beam, in general, is elliptically polarized. The polarization property of the radiated wave
strongly depends on the excitation mode (TE or 1M) and the grating location (at air/film or
film/substrate interface), and weakly depends on the shape of the grating. Once again, the
perturbation transmission line theory was supported by our measurements. Further work
should consider the birefringence of the polystyrene film in the theoretical calculation, and
improve on the uniformity of the films.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The results of theoretical and experimental investigations of waveguide gratings as
input and output couplers have been presented·in this dissertation.
For input couplers, the focal point is on obtaining high coupling efficiency at normal
incidence. Our theoretical analysis, detailed in chapter 2, indicates that the maximum incoupling efficiency as high as 80% can be obtained in purely planar geometry provided the
profile of the grating is spatially invariant. With the help of the theoretical analysis, a high
efficiency blazed grating coupler was designed in dielectric waveguide -- fused silica substrate
with a polystyrene guided layer spincoated on it. The blazed grating was etched into the
fused silica substrate by reactive ion-beam etching technique. The maximum in-coupliog
efficiency obtained experimentally was as high as 75%, which is close to the theoretical
prediction 80%. The procedures of the design and fabrication have been addressed in
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. The experimental demonstration was detailed in
Chapter 5.
Since the in-coupling efficiency is closely related to the situation of the incident beam,
the effect of the angle divergence and wavelength dispersion of the incident beam on the incoupling efficiency has also been investigated. The couple-mode equation was employed to
model the in-coupling efficiency versus the angle detunig and the wavelength detunig. The
experimental result is in good agreement with the theoretical calculation.
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For the output couplers, the focal point is to characterize the out-coupled beam at
the oblique incidence. The characteristics of the out-coupled beam was analyzed by the
perturbation transmission line theory that descnl>es the interaction of waveguide gratings,
guided mode, and radiated mode. The main characteristics investigated in this dissertation
were: the mode-coupling, the mode-conversion, and the polarization state. The experiments
were performed by two waveguides, one is 7059 glass waveguide with a rectangular grating
at air/film interface, the other is a polystyrene waveguide with a blazed grating at
filmIsubstrate interface. Both experimental results have shown the good agreements with the
theoretical prediction calculated by perturbation transmission line theory.

FUTURE RESEARCH

There are several interesting areas to be investigated in future work. The first area
is how to further improve the in-coupling efficiency. The second area is the investigation of

the input coupling property at oblique incidence. The third one is the influence of the
birefringence of the waveguide film on the characteristics of out-coupled beam at oblique
incidence.

In chapter 2, we have mentioned the possibility to obtain 100% input coupling
efficiency by means of tapered blazed gratings. The difficulty of realizing it is in fabrication.
First, the substrate or the waveguide film is required such that their refractive index can be
spatially modulated in certain range. Second, after the grating is tapered, the effective
refractive index change is a.Jways acr...ompanied, more or less.

Therefore, the spatial

modulation of the grating period is also required to satisfy the phase match condition. This
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kind of spatial modulation can not be realized by making photoresist mask holographiclly.
The E-beam facility is probablly needed to accomplish it.
The investigation of the in-coupling efficiency at oblique incedence is more
complicated than that at normal incidence. In order to achieve optimum coupling efficiency,
not only the leakage factor and the incident beam size need to be matched, but also the
polarization state of the grating coupler and the polarization state of the incedent beam.
In addition, the influence of the bifrlngence of the guided film on the characteristics

of the out-coupled beam at oblique incidence is anothe interesting research area. It is been
observed that the measured data at oblique incidence for the polystyrene film (with small
birefringence) was not fit the theoretical curves as good as those for the glass waveguide
(without birefringence). More theoretical study is needed to determine how and to what
degrees the birefringence effects the characteristics of the out-coupled beam.
At last, we would like to mention a technical problem - the scattering of the
waveguide coupler due to the surface roughness. The surface roughness is transfered from
photoresist grating mask generated by holographic procedure. To solve this problem, E-beam
exposure or other microlithography technique might be needed in the future.
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APPENDIX A

IN-COUPLING COEFFICIENT IN COUPLED MODE EQUATION

According to the consequence of Lorentz reciprocity theorem, if the incident beam
has the same exponential decay as the out-coupled beam, the incident coupling efficiency will
be unity provided that the branching ratio is unity. In other words, the power of the guided

wave at the edge of the grating is equal to the total power of the incident beam.
Suppose the incident beam has an exponential form as
g;.(x) _~aH( -x),

(A-I)

where H(x) is a step function. From Eq. (2.4.5)

(A-2)

Note that in this case the detuning parameter A equals zero.

The power of the guided wave- at the edge of the grating is

(A-3)

See Tamir et a!. [1977] , p. 250.
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and the total power of the incident beam is

(A-4)

where

e is the incident angle.

Because

therefore

(A-5)
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APPENDIXB

RESONANT ANGLE OF GUIDED TO GUIDED WAVE COUPLING

The components of propagation vector of the incident wave and the reflected wave
can be related by the momentum conservation:

(B-1)

(B-2)
where the superscript in represents the incident guided wave. For the coupling between
guided to guided waves, ksinc1l has to be equal to the propagation factor fire in the waveguide,
where superscript re represents the reflected guided wave. Therefole, the above equations
can be rewritten as:
(B-3)

(B4)

From Eq. (B-3) and (B-4), the resonant incident anglJ can be obtained as:
_{ (11",# - (~2 + v 2'J..2!A2
~ -008
.. ,.
2vl/A'

(B-3)
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where Neffia and Neffre are the effective refractive index of the incident wave and the reflected
wave, respectively. They can be either TE or TAt mode depending upon the coupling

between TE and TE, TE and TM, etc.
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